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Happy Birth Year to the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education Board and staff, upon 2022,
the thirtieth
year of operations. We know the impact of formal education in a centuries old profession.
It was 1992 when Pennsylvania Supreme Court began the boldest experiment since 1776, requiring the entire legal profession to active take formal continuing legal education courses by
the hour to maintain their licenses and keep society honed against ignorance. Time well spent
for clients. Even bolder, from 1992, was the decision to allow all three types of legally formed
organizations to engage in such CLE offerings: governments, non profits, and for profit entities
reflecting the broader economy and society. This has changed the nature of thought for many.
It was September 1971 when all Apollo 16 equipment had finally arriving at the Kennedy
space center for launch initially in March of 1972 but moved to April 1972. Already the world
grew tired of engineers landing on the Moon, but even the engineers were curious about the
Moon geology. By then, experience working and living in space outside Earth’s gravity and on
the Moon was beginning to accumulate. Today, astronauts instead of spending a few hours on
the Moon, could spend more than a weekend trip to the Jersey shore to explore as well as live.
This is when the old adage the more they knew the more they wanted to find out more began to
kick into high gear. Over fifty years since Apollo 11, people ready for the next steps into space.
Today, as the legal profession begins to learn more, instead of less questions there are more.
Which means more to study and more to learn in order to serve more clients in an increasingly
complex world. Society is changing, not just due to technology but the back n forth between
society and technology. This means bolder questions are coming.
Thank you for thirty years of welcoming the future and let’s begin thinking about the next 100
years of CLEs.
Tempe reum imperator.
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THANK YOU TO ALL LAWYERS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND
ACROSS ALL PRACTICE AREAS FOR
ATTENDING OUR
UNIQUE
THE BRIDGE THE GAP (4 ethics Credits)
CLE
With elearning center
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How to Pronounce Our Company Name

CR
X

AS in

AS in

JEM

“Let’s get CR acking on those important
CLE’s this December by first downloading
The December CLE Compliance
Catalogue”

“CRXJEM Consulting LLC is in business of
over ten years, that’s like Roman symbol X
for 10 I learned in grade school”

AS in

“How can I find a GEM of a PA CLE in a
mass market, grey landscape, of boring
and non relevant
continuing legal educational seminars?”
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Management Consulting Department
What’s a client to do?

RERFERENCES: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-29/the-consulting-business-booms
-just-as-consultants-disappear
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Leadership Mondays
How do we think about success?

Can we use the same tools in space that were used by mariners?
Mariners used maps and simple time pieces to navigate for eons. Then suddenly a few realized
that the world was not flat nor stationary and the maps were not as the world really was at the
moment. Suddenly new maps were maps needed and suddenly new ways of thinking were
needed. For many it was easier to just keep using the old tools even when the tools no longer fit
the world of reality.
Mariners who embraced new tools and maps looked back at the old ways and were not nostalgic at all but happy that they lived I a new world with new potentials. These mariners had returned from new places with new thoughts and look back at those stuck in the past with sadness. With new maps came new measurements and new dash boards to understand the new information.
Do you know what measures to look on your success panel today?
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International Consulting Department
EXIM 2021

Did you know that CRXJEM Consulting LLC was a sponsor,
attendee, promoter, and had our own VBooth
At EXIM 2020 during the COVID19 global pandemic?

See you all at EXIM 2022.
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Has the Great Resignation Hit Law Firms and Corporate Counsels
Yet?

Management professors are not always in the forecast game but when they have a winner of a
forecast everyone has to have a catchy name to fit in the small print.
The Great Resignation was forecasted by Anthony Klotz, professor of management at Mays
Business School of Texas A & M University.
But why do people resign from high paying jobs anyways?
Every executive feels their organization is unique and often many say it is so unlikely that anyone would resign for no reason. Many become shocked at the mere mention that someone
would leave.
If every year, ten employees left from a 100 employee firm, after ten years a new firm would
exist in culture.
What are your post COVID19 talent management plans?
Reference: https://www.hqmc.marines.mil/Portals/142/Users/183/35/4535/Talent%20Management%
202030_November%202021.pdf
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Where’s Thucydide’s in Political Science Today
Or
Why only engineers do failure analysis?

Why is political failure never assessed?
Engineers, frequently deemed stupid by political experts, are often the only profession that examines failures. From buildings to computers to system failures to human error, entire fields of
engineering are dedicated to exploring why failure has occurred.
Engineers have the firm belief that only thru understanding failures and processes can improvements be made, ultimately improving the human condition. As previous issues of The CLE
Compliance Catalogues have investigated, failure analysis is key aspect of human improvement, but not the only one.
Engineers know that failure analysis is only one aspect of improvement. There has to be some
imagination. Engineers are frequently far off mentally wandering the realm of ideas and creativity for new thoughts.
It was not that long ago that many believed traveling to the Moon was simply unthinkable. Political experts opined for centuries the reasons not to go, the primary one was “going there
won’t solve anything here.” It was only thru a political accident that American’s committed the
money, energy, and human talent to get the Apollo program on the Moon, often inspite of political experts finding fault with everything and shutting down Apollo down as quickly as it
achieved the first success with plans to do more.
The Apollo 1 fire, other accidents, and Apollo 13 investigations were done not to “finger point
to the other guy” but to assess carefully what failure looked like and how it was created. Then
recommendations were carefully crafted to push humanity forward.
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Where’s Thucydide’s in Political Science Today
Or
Why only engineers do failure analysis?

Each Apollo Mission had a final mission report, so each step could be carefully judged and corrections made for the next mission. Nothing was too small to assess, no judgment assumed totally correct. Going to the Moon is hard stuff so no one was taking anything for granted.
After fifty years of the Apollo program, with American engineers walking on the Moon, many
today, especially political experts cannot grasp the enormity of landing engineers on the Moon.
Many simply deny reality which is easier than having to explain astrodynamics or vast scientific and engineering knowledge accumulated over the centuries from Greek times to today.
Which might make many wonder why so few engineers are asked by political scientists how to
conduct failure analysis. One of the first steps is to consider the goals and objectives. Legendary
in aerospace circles is the story that when President Kennedy was discussing the goal of going
to the Moon, engineers added “returning him safely back to Earth.” It is a small change in a
mission, but one that showed how engineers are constantly thinking about improving the human
condition and keep the “man” or today “person” at the center of engineering judgment. It also
proved why humble engineers take nothing for granted. When someone says “go to the Moon”
the engineers wonder “and then what?” Unfortunately for many non engineers, especially in
political science field, it can be frustrating when someone keeps asking questions rather than
stopping at a step.
Nation building seems a similar problem to going to the Moon; hence why everyone uses the
phrase “Moon Shot”. American’s unlike any other nation on Earth has done both “Moon Shots”
and nation building—first America then rebuilding other countries. So Americans have a
unique perspective on nation building.
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Where’s Thucydide’s in Political Science Today
Or
Why only engineers do failure analysis?

It was World War II that most recall America became more the expert in nation building. After
the German surrender, there was the quiet idea that World War II was started due to the Europeans not ending World War I properly and creating a better world. It was clear to American’s,
Europe could not be trusted to rebuild.
Then after the atomic bombs were delivered to Japan, twice, to end the Pacific theater war, it
was clear to the rest of the world, a single super power was going to create a different world.
Americans were very clear, that a post WWII would not be a huge American empire—
Americans hate empires. But there had to be liberal democracy along with market place capitalism in place for the rest of the world to function in this new post atomic era. American’s set up
everything from the United Nations to World Bank to International Momentary fund, before
defending their ideals in the new Cold War which would last till 1989 when the fall of the Soviet Union occurred.
From the Marshall Plan to rebuilding Japan, and even opening up China plus engaging Russia
in détente’, American’s still knew the human condition could be improved.
Then the Fall of Saigon came on April 30, 1975. The images were seared into the America psyche of a failed policy. But also a political weapon was formed: Vietnam. Adroitly used by many
even today.
What is America’s record on nation building?
Vol. VIII No 3
Rev A
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Where’s Thucydide’s in Political Science Today
Or
Why only engineers do failure analysis?

Today, unlike the past, Wikipedia has become the arbitrator of facts and events. This is often
where failure reports end up. But what if you can’t find a failure report.
What is the outcome of a failed nation state building projects some twenty years old and a few
trillion dollars?
Which leads back to the original question: why is political failure never assessed?
Perhaps Jamie Dimon has something to say about political failures (HINT: See VI Public Policy—American Exceptionalism, Competitiveness and Leadership, Challenged by China,
COVID19 and our own Competence) in his Annual Letter to Shareholders 2020.
Do you have a failure of imagination?
C. Rabzak, BS Aerospace Engineering, MBA, Juris Doctor
President of CRXJEM Consulting LLC—Forged in 2008
References: https://www.sigar.mil/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/08/22/remarks-by-president
-biden-on-tropical-storm-henri-and-the-evacuation-operation-in-afghanistan/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fall_of_Kabul_(2021)
https://9-11commission.gov/report/
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What are some corporate counsels reading on their lunch minute?

Why are bankers so sensitive about their clients money?
Many corporate counsels often wonder why so many bankers are so sensitive about their clients
money. Which is why some counsels are found not out golfing but quietly reading United States
Department of Justice minor boring notes posted on their internet pages. Granted, they could be
reading tort’s text books or reading about prop gun manuals in film making. Many corporate
counsels left private practice as they started reading after 5 PM and preferred home lighting to
the dim lights in private or government law offices. Often corporate counsels found the lighting
just not that great as opposed to at home where many practice their own home lighting rather
than become film lighting experts or become prop managers for films. That’s too mundane.
For some corporate counsels reading minor boring notes posted by other lawyers on the internet, they get to ponder about blood testing methods and financial statement presentations to
bankers. Some corporate counsels are still perplexed by bankers fascination with medial testing,
but then who would have thought bankers read people’s education background before investing
their clients funds either.
When you see a corporate counsel, reading on their tablet, laptop, cell phone, or printed paper
during lunch, please do not disturb them. Think of them as working as bomb disposal students
studying up to save a banker one day. ShhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhReference: https://www.justice.gov/usao-ndca/us-v-elizabeth-holmes-et-al
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Frequently Asked Questions About CLE Catalogues

Q: What does CLE mean?
A: CLE stands for Continuing Legal Education.
Q: What is a CLE Compliance Catalogue?
A: A catalogue that lists our CLE courses, and additional materials.
Q: How often is a CLE Compliance Catalogue published?
A: Our CLE Compliance Catalogues are only published for December compliance, April compliance, and August compliance periods. Volume refers to the sequential year version, and
number refers to the compliance period; number 1 means April, number 2 means August, and
number 3 means December. It is edited by the Professional Development Department and produced by the Art & Creative Department. It is distributed and marketed by the Events Department. Content is provided by Management Consulting Department, Technical Consulting Department, International Consulting Department, Professional Development Department, Events
Department, and others as noted in the catalogue.
Q: Where can I find a current compliance period CLE Catalogue?
A: Only at our website in CLE section located at:
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
Q: What are PREVIEW CLE Catalogues?
A: A preview catalogue has basic information about CLE’s but is not complete. A preview has
future materials but often not the CLE courses offered at the compliance period, does not include the specific venues, dates and times. Previews are updated over time until the full version
when classes are listed on www.pacle.org board site.
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Frequently Asked Questions About CLE Catalogues

Q: What does CLE mean?
A: CLE stands for Continuing Legal Education.
Q: What is a CLE Compliance Catalogue?
A: A catalogue that lists our CLE courses, and additional materials.
Q: How often is a CLE Compliance Catalogue published?
A: Our CLE Compliance Catalogues are only published for December compliance, April compliance, and August compliance periods. Volume refers to the sequential year version, and
number refers to the compliance period; number 1 means April, number 2 means August, and
number 3 means December. It is edited by the Professional Development Department and produced by the Art & Creative Department. It is distributed and marketed by the Events Department. Content is provided by Management Consulting Department, Technical Consulting Department, International Consulting Department, Professional Development Department, Events
Department, and others as noted in the catalogue.
Q: Where can I find a current compliance period CLE Catalogue?
A: Only at our website in CLE section located at:
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
Q: What are PREVIEW CLE Catalogues?
A: A preview catalogue has basic information about CLE’s but is not complete. A preview has
future materials but often not the CLE courses offered at the compliance period, does not include the specific venues, dates and times. Previews are updated over time until the full version
when classes are listed on www.pacle.org board site.
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Technical Consulting Department
Perpetual Motion

Lawyers often wonder how to get class graduates of introduction thermodynamics very upset.
The best way of course as all MBA graduates know is to simply send them a note with only two words on very
nice expensive paper. The two words should be written using the best pen money can buy. The words should be
carefully written in the best writing a lawyer can remember from law school. The words should be as large as possible on the very whitest of paper. The paper should be carefully folded into the best envelope a lawyer can find at
the very best stationary store. Even better if the lawyer hand picks out all the supplies and hires the best writing
experts to make a point. Once this is all completed the lawyer is ready to deliver to any class graduate of any introductory course in thermodynamics. Lawyers should remember, no models needed though.
Then the lawyer can watch the reaction of just two words on the very finest paper, the very finest of pen, and the
very finest of writing.

Perpetual motion
Reference: Manual of Patent Examination Procedure from United States Patent and Trademark Office
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Big Data from 1789 to today

What are the implications of demographics?
Back in 1789 the Framers knew change would happen, even if political leaders made sure it did
not happen. The Census was one way change could be incorporated into the political process,
even when leaders fought to keep stagnation in place.
In 2021 with the release of the most accurate data set full of information, everyone has as much
access as ever, including the data sets and ability to draw up their own political districts. Which
means finally, the mystery of political map making has officially ended.
At the same time, data sets should how past policies worked and how we glimpse change coming. Over centuries the arm chair data scientist can see what changes have happened and some
of the results.
Pennsylvania continues to lose population relative to other states and as some have realized,
besides limited natural resources, there is unlimited human capital being exported and ignored.
As the state legislature looks to cut one Congressional district going from 18 seats to 17 seats,
there is a lot to be done in the state house district level population selections.
The Census yields insight not just to demographic and politics but cultural and economic. Already rural areas are shrinking as urban areas grow. People are voting with their feet.
What will Pennsylvania’s policies set in place now, will do for the 2030 Census?
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If you break it—who owns it?
CALL FOR SUPPORT
“ We dare not forget today that we are the heirs of that first revolution. Let the word go forth from
this time and place, to friend and foe alike, that the torch has been passed to a new generation of Americans--born in this century, tempered by war, disciplined by a hard and bitter peace, proud of our ancient
heritage--and unwilling to witness or permit the slow undoing of those human rights to which this Nation
has always been committed, and to which we are committed today at home and around the world.
Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or ill, that we shall pay any price, bear any burden,
meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe, in order to assure the survival and the success
of liberty.
This much we pledge--and more.

President John F. Kennedy
January 20, 1961

CALL for donations, advocacy, legal support, and do what can be done:
Maryland
https://www.hias.org/crisis-afghanistan-how-you-can-help
Pennsylvania
http://cwslancaster.org
Colorado
https://www.lfdrm.org/programs-and-services/refugees/colorado-springs/
California
https://www.rescue.org/annoucements/irc-northern-californias-emergency-fund-new-afghan-arrivals

REFERENCE: https://www.state.gov/briefing-with-senior-state-department-officials-on-the-u-s-refugeeadmissions-program-priority-2-p-2-designation-for-afghan-nationals/
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What’s your over the horizon capability?
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International Consulting Department
When some sand storms happen when no one is paying attention.

Why do so many Juris Doctor graduates become state governors into learning about engineering
and supply chain management during global pandemics?
It is a question that some engineers wonder about. Why a perfectly fine lawyer would want to
understand how engineers design and then recommend building things like PPE or ventilators is
a perplexing question for many design engineers. After all, law school rarely has any good design courses anyway. Then there is the issue of where to locate manufacturing facilities around
the globe, other than Rhode Island as one example. Law schools rarely have good classes on the
economics of labor and strategy of economics in making engineering products. Many engineers
might even begun wondering why they never attend law school to understand the critical points
of supply chain management that even hospital CEO’s miss out upon in their non JD programs.
Engineers especially those in design do wonder what they missed out on not having attended
law schools how this all relates to national security and diplomacy. Perhaps JDs known for their
study habits, know about the best time to study global supply chains which is not during undergraduate engineering in their early twenties, but when everyone has a lot of time on their hands
during a global pandemic. It’s all about timing not what you learn anyways as all lawyers who
become governors know. As every engineer who designs computer chips knows...
Silly engineers, they even missed geography in law school
Reference: https://www.state.gov/supporting-taiwans-participation-in-the-un-system/
Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiwan_Strait
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Thank you to all the lawyers who attend our
Force Majeur—COVID19 Edition CLE

You know which way the wind is blowing and
know why you are so busy with paying clients in 2021.
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Scope of Company Operations

Professional Development Department
(NAIC 611430)

Management Consulting Department
(NAIC 541611, 541613, 541518)

International Consulting Department

X

Special Projects
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Scope of Company Operations

Technical Consulting Department
(NAIC 541690)

Events Department
(NAIC 711320)

Art & Creative Department
(NAIC 51430, 541490)

Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative
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Are Office Managers Ready For POST COVID19 2020 World of Work?
How to Begin that Difficult Conversation with Managing Partners of Law Firms

Where do you start that difficult conversation about
work today,
August 30, 2021?
As office managers awake on August 30, 2021, they already dread the conversation they have
to plan for this week. The world seems turbulent, the world seems too fast, and they already
know what they have to say will not be what many fighting change want to hear.
Yet, many office managers, know the time has finally come to have that difficult conversation.
But how to begin?
The April, August, December CLE Compliance Catalogues Vol. I thru Vol. VIII.
https://www.pbs.org/show/future-work/
https://www.weforum.org/reports/human-capital-as-an-asset-an-accounting-framework-to-reset
-the-value-of-talent-in-the-new-world-of-work
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War on Talent
Location: Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Date: September 1, 2021

How idle is your labor
force?

How has work changed since 1952?
Today, data is considered the natural resource of note with companies buying every piece of
software and hardware they can lay their hands on. For today, as some lawyers outside Harrisburg know, data is commerce. Software gathers and moves data in microseconds.
Which is why many on college campuses across the world might be perplexed by some lawyers
in Harrisburg talking about labor shortages in a digital age, of 2021, not 1952. It may be confusing to hear lawyers talk about “good ol fashion labor” in an age where large companies exist
solely to collect and move data around, making huge profits for their firms. It may be very confusing for Pennsylvanian college students to hear about labor shortages when the same legislature is not so convinced that education in data is of much value today.
Knowledge workers today are unlike the workers of 1952. With no huge factories producing
cars or airplanes, some may assume commerce no longer exists in Pennsylvania. Yet, for some
lawyers, looking around outside of Harrisburg, there are plenty of small firms looking for good
policies to create an environment for expanding data commerce and creative industries.
Can anyone say customer focus not competitive focused enterprise?
Reference: https://www.legis.state.pa.us/WU01/LI/TR/Transcripts/2021_0135T.pdf
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What’s the value of an MBA today?

Is the chief business of America business?
While television and internet dramas focus on the high power court room, many lawyers wonder what all those business tycoons actually do. Even to many bankers, the MBAers running
everything are a mystery. With only a handful of elite selective schools choosing who gets to
study business on hallow ground (some are now on hallow servers), many lawyers find few to
take out to lunch to ask “what do you do?”
While television and internet court room dramas explain the practice of law, as all lawyers
know, there are not as many dramas on accounting, economics, ethics, management, operations,
strategy and taxation. Which leaves many lawyers scratching their heads about those in the Csuites and SMEs today. Then there are even murky parts of business, from customer service
representatives to management consultants that confuse everyone.
For many lawyers, thinking about their first days in contracts, where professors would opine
about meeting of minds and value, an MBA might seem nebulous. As all lawyers learn in contracts, no one pays for something they have no idea what it is. For those lawyers who managed
to take Art Law at Widener University Law School in Wilmington, Delaware, the mystery of
what people pay for in art was revealed. But everyone else, art is still something no one understands the value of.
Are any lawyers wondering what the value of a MBA is today?

Reference: https://finance.yahoo.com/news/top-feeder-schools-consulting-industry-213543582.html
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What’s the value of an MBA today?

Elon Musk—BS in Economics and BA in physics
Jeff Bezos—BS in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Bernard Arnault– Engineering degree (2 years in France)
Bill Gates—High school diploma Lakeside School
Larry Ellison—High school diploma South Shore High School Chicago
Larry Page—Master of Science in Computer Science
Sergey Brin—Master of Computer Science
Mark Zuckerberg—High school diploma Phillips Exeter Academy
Warren Buffet—Master of Economics degree
Joseph R Biden—Juris Doctor
Mark A. Milley— Master of Arts in International Relations and Master of Arts in national security and strategic studies
Nancy Pelosi— Bachelor of Arts in Political Science
Jamie Dimon—Master of Business Administration—Read his 2020 Annual Letter to
Shareholders
Reference: https://finance.yahoo.com/news/top-feeder-schools-consulting-industry-213543582.html
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What’s the value of an MBA today?

Jerome Powell — Juris Doctor
Janet Yellen—PhD Economics
Ben Bernanke – PhD Economics
Alan Greenspan —PhD Economics
Paul Volcker —Master of Arts in Political Economy
G. William Miller— Juris Doctor
Arthur F. Burns—PhD Economics
William M. Martin — Bachelor of Arts in English and Latin
Thomas B. McCabe—Associate Bachelor’s degree (including economics)
Marriner S. Eccles— unknown
Eugene R. Black—LLB
Eugene Meyer—Bachelor of Arts
Roy A. Young—unknown
Daniel R. Crissinger—LLB
William P.G. Harding— Bachelor of Arts
Charles S. Hamlin—Master of Arts
William G. McAdoo— Bachelor of Arts
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What’s the value of an MBA today?

Neil Armstrong—Master of Science Aerospace Engineering
Buzz Aldrin—Sc.D. in astronautics
[academic research degree— Doctor of Science)
Michael Collins—Bachelor of Science in military science

Reference: https://finance.yahoo.com/news/top-feeder-schools-consulting-industry-213543582.html
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The Professional Development Department
Thanks to all the lawyers who understood why they came to our CLEs

You know how to prepare for the future.
Enjoy the different view.
Thank you for choosing us to get you there as a best value CLE provider.
Your clients will love you.
Your family will thank you.
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International Consulting Department
<ATTENDEE MATERIALS ONLY>
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Why are so many EXIM 2021 bankers wondering
why so many military cadets are reading:

Cyber Command

THE MARSHALL
PLAN
By
Benn Steil
Navy Academy, MD

Published by Simon & Schuster
ISBN 978-1-5011-0238-7

Army Academy, NY

Air Force Academy—CO

And visiting our Virtual Booth?
Who thinks Jamie Dimon is wrong when he says we need a multi-year national Marshall Plan?
(page 53 of Annual Letter 2020)
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Economic Warfare for Peace
“The Marshall Plan—Dawn of the Cold War”
By
Benn Stein: ISBN 9780192843104

When Jamie Dimon the banker says we need a Marshall Plan, who thinks he is wrong?
For many the Cold War is something in old fashion textbooks and something the Chinese Communist Party does not have access to. Yet many lawyers in Washington and state capitals still
talk about it as if it was yesterday. Media uses the term Cold War at every opportunity to describe every dispute between anyone.
Which is why everyone in military circles is reading “The Marshall Plan—Dawn of the Cold
War” by Benn Steil to understand how lawyers come to think about economic warfare in the
modern age. After all, how often are memorials set up to celebrate and thank lawyers for legislation and funds allocated?
Steil starts where many think the last big changed happened, World War II conflict. In the
sweep of history, wars especially global ones, do tend to get some people’s attention as opposed
to slow moving viruses. One reason is that as the famous quote notes, the victors write history.
Many today would be surprised to know that Russia and China along with India were part of the
winning side while Germany and Japan were the losers.
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Economic Warfare for Peace
“The Marshall Plan—Dawn of the Cold War”
By
Benn Stein: ISBN 9780192843104

Steil starts where many think the last big changed happened, World War II conflict. In the
sweep of history, wars especially global ones, do tend to get some people’s attention as opposed
to slow moving viruses. One reason is that as the famous quote notes, the victors write history.
Many today would be surprised to know that Russia and China along with India were part of the
winning side while Germany and Japan were the losers.
For many, after WWII America’s zenith was real because British historian’s like Robert Payne
told everyone that it was so. Being a colossus was the only way Payne could explain America to
anyone, especially since Britain was no longer the colossus as under Queen Victoria at the
dawn of the industrial age.
Yet it was perplexing to everyone, especially Joseph Stalin, America seemed not to be playing
the normal victor. There was to be no sacking of Europe or Japan or anyone else. American’s
looked at all the rubble and thought “these people need American entertainment along with
food, housing, medicine and civilization after destroying themselves. Let’s sell them something!”
Even the French, were aghasted that American’s seem unwilling to play the conqueur game as
in the past history. The Germans, having lost their rocket scientists to the “crazy Americans”
were certain that they would live in poverty forever. The Italians, were hoping for more movies.
It was further perplexing to everyone, especially bankers, why President Truman, non lawyer,
would pick a military leader General Marshall to look into world affairs, especially Europe after
Truman used two nuclear weapons to get everyone’s attention the Americans were done playing
war.
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Economic Warfare for Peace
“The Marshall Plan—Dawn of the Cold War”
By
Benn Stein: ISBN 9780192843104

Even hard core anti bankers like the Soviets under Joseph Stalin were confused how a five star
general, having title US Sectrary of State, could look at world not in military terms but economic terms. Truman, seems to have a secret strength of picking people out of the blue to make
history.
Bankers reading “The Marshall Plan” can understand how General Marshall had to approach
rebuilding economically the world like a war plan with marshalling forces and working with
economics. Bankers will all smile as Marshall dove deep into the realm of negotiations going
against the toughest opponents, members of his own Congress as well as Communists around
the globe, fighting democracy and prosperity for all.
Steil gives us the glimpses how the Cold War started. Like many wars lasting generations, few
every question how it all began. Steil walks us thru the fundamental different that people have
about banking and resources. For bankers, it can be eye opening to discovery that for some,
time is not money.
Bankers will note how Marshall and Truman used winning a war to their advantage but not the
determinant of the losers. Instead both had a bigger vision. Today some might call a “win/win”
strategy where both sides of past conflict, can come out ahead in the foreseeable future. Bankers
will note what it takes to gamble on the future, even when the odds are so against.
Bankers will learn about negotiations in “The Marshall Plan” and how to deal with unreasonable people is often to think so completely outside their limited thinking as to make bold strategy moves that leaves unreasonable people grasping for straws.
After reading “The Marshall Plan” bankers will have a of questions for their lawyer friends as
well.
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Professional Development Department

Thank you to all the lawyers who have attend our
Law & Technology CLEs in the past

Happy Holidays
Enjoy your vacations as you won’t be handling Cyber Emergencies.

For other lawyers, see our Law & Technology CLE’s listings for December 2021.
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Management Consulting Department
Do you know about Cyber Risk?
REFERENCE: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/08/25/fact
-sheet-biden-administration-and-private-sector-leaders-announce-ambitious-initiatives-tobolster-the-nations-cybersecurity/

While many ignore cyber threats and think the whole thing is a joke, others are less adverse to
risking their whole business to something that is preventable. That is why some have risk judgment while others merely think they have it.
The key to knowing what is risky is understand the outcome. It is like having a business with
total immunity from any harm it may do knowingly. If you have such a business why would
you bother spending any money to prevent any harm since there’s no financial cost to doing
anything.
Now take national security threats. Some will ignore and think “so what”.
But others who understand the nature of conflict will know ignoring a national security threat at
your organization means you are now in the realm of unlimited risk. If your organization falters
especially knowingly like not training staff on a threat, then everyone knows, you don’t understand the world you operate in and makes everyone wonder what else you don’t know.
What steps are you taking to avoid cyber risk?
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Why

are so many lawyers downloading, courtesy of our advertisers, ALL of
The CLE Compliance Catalogues

At the CLE page of CRXJEM Consulting LLC located for those using the internet:
.www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
???
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Management Consulting Department
Strategy

Long before companies focused on vertical integration, from creating the product to building its
own logistics to deliver the product, partnerships were how many found the strength of democratically based capitalism. From the printing press on, knowledge was considered, until fairly
recently, was something to be developed into expertise. The product designer was considered an
expert in product design, where marketing, and using the product was someone else’s expertise.
While today, alliances are spoken about in terms of international relationships only, there was a
time in American business that people spoke to each other and found ways to work together. It
had been a winning strategy for centuries for many a long term business. Even shareholders
were pleased knowing their leaders knew what they could do and not be in the business of everything.
In MBA classes, rather than everyone trying to become top dog, once upon a time, topics like
alliances and partnerships was something for future business leaders to aspire to, rather than
scaling up their business model on the internet through social media influencers and then IPO.
Those were the days perhaps long ago.
Today, with a post COVID19 world upon some, new business leaders are thinking differently
however. Some are even investing with other business’s into providing new options to monopoly outed poor customers who have been ignored by some for decades.
Are you aspiring to potential WIN/WIN partnerships?
Reference: https://ir.hertz.com/2021-10-25-Hertz-Invests-in-Largest-Electric-Vehicle-Rental-Fleet-and-Partnerswith-Seven-Time-Super-Bowl-Champion-Tom-Brady-to-Headline-New-Campaign
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Thank you all the Bridge the Gap Attendees

Now you know what it takes to have a different view of the legal world.
Thanks for coming along the journey with us.
We value all your comments and questions.
With your support we remain on the cutting edge of knowledge and pushing the boundaries.
Thank you!
Welcome to the Future—it’s already here.
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From the Vaults
All that food at our CLEs for attendees including the only full breakfast for Bridge the Gap and
other morning CLEs at all the venues.

Bottomless coffee and other beverages included.
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Calling all economic developers
SME’s

Why are some thinking about value chains?
European Union represents over 440 million people and SME owners know that is a lot of people to ignore. Which is why some bankers are wondering what economic developers are doing
today to consider how chains that create value are formed in various industries and sectors.
Many bankers are confused when some ignore so many SMEs are look only for the “unicorn”
to finance. Some economic developers seem waiting on the sidelines for a the “killer app” or
“block chain software that changes the world overnite” to fund.
In the mean time, many SMEs are forging ahead and are not waiting to hear why some economic developers think now is not the time to invest in growth.
Is it time for those in economic development to start moving forward post COVID19?
Reference: https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2021/february/tradoc_159428.pdf
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Thanks to all the lawyers who came to the Author Events in April 2021.

To order and find out what leading thinkers are pondering about:
https://www.sup.org/books/title/?id=21274
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Professional Development Department

What is missing here?
The internet age has brought mass distribution to the masses including lawyers. But it has not
brought any new content development. That is still left to the course developers who merely
have another tool to mass distribute content. When someone questions why they should pay
anyone for content as the internet is providing all content for “free”, the response is still “and
who is paying for the content then?”
Live CLES are focused on providing content and interactive experience to enhance learning
which is part of professional development. Developing talent is a leadership capability but is
not distributed evenly across the legal sector. It is still left up to individual lawyers to pursue
their own professional development under the rules of professional conduct.
Live CLEs allow attendees to engage in a fuller learning experience including asking questions and pondering topics posed by presenters and other attendees.
For more details about professional development see Volume IX in 2022.
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Technical Consulting Department

While space may seem infinite,
Livable space is not infinite,
Which is why we want you to consider sustainability in your space eco system and remember
the 7 R’s of sustainability:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Re use
Repurpose
Rot (natural burn in moving space object into Earth or Mars orbit for the burn)
Repair (our preference for best value in space hardware)
Return (unlike number 3 return it safely back to source for )
Refill
Refuse—its always your choice to refuse to use someone’s design that is wasteful.
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What are engineers reading about how quiet lawyers get and use power?

ISBN:978-1-101-91216-4

The power of paper.
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“The Man Who Ran Washington
The Life and Times of James A. Baker III”
By Peter Baker [no relation] and Susan Glasser

ISBN:978-1-101-91216-4

What makes an engineer wonder what a lawyer does?
For the latter half of the 20th century and initial part of the 21st century, James A. Baker III, ESQUIRE, had much
impact on banking, economics, international relations, and military unlike many other lawyers. But how did this
quiet lawyer from Houston, Texas get and wield such power without being elected to a single office?
“The Man Who Ran Washington” is a careful study by Peter Baker and Susan Glasser with Baker’s cooperation, of
how lawyers think and operate in the upper reaches of strategy as well as the court room. You won’t find a lot of
legal case work or client tales. What engineers will find is the basic thinking of how a lawyer operates when he
needs to get something done, practically.
One of the Baker rules is catagorizing tasks into what can be achieved. No simple task for many lawyers. This
book is a case study of how to reach objectives set by others. James Baker in the book is more plain spoken than
most engineers would assume being a trained and seasoned lawyer. Some skills are honed but better used outside
the legal field where there is a real need.
Yet, skill is not always enough, as most trial lawyers will tell engineers. There is certainty a level of luck involved
I any decision. For James Baker it might be playing tennis was his first stroke of luck. Bigger decisions have been
made with far less luck involved.
Engineers will be fascinated by how James Baker took some basic lawyering skills, like taking accurate notes, to
leverage that into getting and keeping power. As the authors have taken care to choose the right words, James
Baker knew the power of words on paper. He used that simple principle to leverage what he had, in each position
and gained more in the next position.
Engineers will note, James Baker took client relations to a level few realize is even possible. He worked harder
than anyone for who he worked for and that maybe one of the little know hallmarks of a great lawyer.
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“The Man Who Ran Washington
The Life and Times of James A. Baker III”
By Peter Baker [no relation] and Susan Glasser

ISBN:978-1-101-91216-4

Engineers will want to read “The Man Who Ran Washington” of course to understand how
Baker approached dealing with so many who did not share his view of the world. Perhaps the
toughest lesson is to understand how to work with people you may not even like or even share
the same understanding of the world. To James Baker III, this can be a skill and takes a reasonableness that few can grasp today in a world of extremes and making sure stagnation stays in
place.
For readers who understand how the Cold War began, the end of the Cold War and how James
Baker played a significant role in winding it up, is a telling insight into how conflicts can end or
when to choose to end them. For those who don’t remember it was assumed the Soviet Union
would last forever and nuclear war was the only option to stop it. The nation’s brightest minds
were assuring everyone that the future was fixed. The experts had told the nation, its Congress,
and President’s that the Soviet system was simply able to go on forever.
In Chapter 19, the world changed with fly—fishing. Much to the surprise of the elite experts,
Eduard Shevardnadze came “out” about his view of the Soviet system. James Baker, being
somewhat unschooled in how the world works, in military terms, saw a different future than
others and had the lawyer confidence to take a chance on peaceful transition. For many engineers, how Baker handled winding up a conflict is more important that how one starts one.
Even more importantly, Baker knew how to convince his client to take a chance and be a strong
advisor even when it was perceived he was acting “outside his wheel house”. For engineers
looking to know what lawyers can do, this is where they can learn what few know.
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War on Talent
Why are women Chief Legal Talent Officers reading our CLE Compliance Catalogues?

Do law firms and corporate counsels know its 2030 yet?
The Marines are often the smallest in terms of people, so they know the value of limited human
capital. Unlike those organizations that see an endless stream of students taking law school
standardize tests, the Marines know the world has changed since the industrial age and 1950’s
corporate models of “up or out” people promotion models. Unlike many organizations that
think the 1950s are still here and never heard of the internet, the Marines see a very different
world than many others.
One reason the Marines may see a different world than others is that they have to compete for
talent., The know that talent must not just be found but has to be developed. They understand
that the world changes rapidly and incentives matter.
Are some women Chief Talent Officers thinking about our upcoming Volume IX and the focus
of CLEs after 30 years?

REFERENCE: https://www.marines.mil/News/Press-Releases/Press-Release-Display/Article/2831808/
commandant-of-the-marine-corps-issues-talent-management-2030-plan/
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What do economic developers have to celebrate about economic prizes this year?

Many bankers, lawyers, and technologist remember the days of listening to economic professors talking about the theory, and how it may or may not work in real life. This left most wondering why they were learning about some theory that had no practical application from someone who was fully tenured?
Which is why so many bankers, lawyers, technologists, and business executives found their October surprise so jaw dropping. Finding out that some economists have been quietly looking at
real life as the real data and wondering how to explain realities of economic life today, not from
several centuries ago.
For engineers, wondering “what’s the big deal, we do this all the time using real world data to
solve real world problems”, it maybe a shock to find out that no one outside of experimental
side of engineering understands how to conduct or understand the result of outside the lab experiments.
But for all the non engineers out there, check out a new reference to consider about real world
thinking today post COVID19. Who knows, some lawyers may develop policies based on real
world data next rather than personal beliefs with no data behind them.
Reference: https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/economic-sciences/2021/press-release/
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Thank you to all the lawyers who have attended the Ethical Issues for Of Counsel CLEs
Over the compliance periods.

You know what to avoid unlike like others. Thank you.
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Lawyers Offices in Space

How close is your office to the client?
For many law firms the primary office location has been next to courts. This is where the business end of lawyering happens, so many argue this is where the office should be. Then
COVID19 hit, and courts moved virtual making many clients wondering why they should trek
into law offices rather than being like their old fashion bank being virtual.
When settlers traveled west across the plains, when did someone actual need legal advice right
there?
For some, there is never a good time to move. For others, considering where the client is and
their needs is always first in mind. With no clients, some will have plenty of time to consider
the merits of their office location. For other lawyers, now should be the time to consider if they
want to limit their practice to Earth problems or consider what legal issues those in space will
have to contend with. As every lawyer knows, people will not move away from legal issues.
As space opens up to almost anyone with a few bucks, some lawyers will wonder, “how soon
can I get the corner office with the great view of Earth?”.
REFERENCE: https://www.orbitalreef.com/
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Who do you answer to?

We are not in the dark when it comes to
CLES

A lot of organizations can’t answer that.
At CRXJEM we are client focused, not competitor focused, which means we
focus on what your clients need.
When we develop CLE’s from the ground up, digging deep for knowledge and
insight for your clients.
Which is why to us, the sky is the limit for CLEs (for now, space is next).
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Events Department

What is different about Volume IX in 2022?
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Events Department
Long Term Advertisers

Contact the Events Department directly for blocks of advertising for Volume IX starting in
2021.
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Who is afraid of our December CLEs coming down the road?

Welcome to the December CLE Distance Learning CLEs for 2021.
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Professional Development Department
Announcement

All CLEs in December 2021 will be
LIVE
Distance Learning thru WebEX platform
Open to any lawyer
Around the globe and beyond.
Outside PENNSYLANIA CLE Credits
Ask Professional Development Department about
Multi state forms.
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Course Month Schedule

XI Celebration at The Radnor Hotel—December 2019
Seminars for April 2020—Canceled due to COVI19
August 2020—August 2021—Live Distance Learning
ONLY
December 2021—Live Distance Learning ONLY
April 2022
August 2022
December 2022
April 2023
August 2023
December 2023
April 2024
August 2024
December 2024
April 2025

∞
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Welcome to course listings
Not your great fathers CLEs either.

Online registration begins November 12, 2021
Visit CLE page on CRXJEM Consulting LLC main website
At www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
Please have your attorney ID number ready
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Distance Learning CLEs
LIVE CLE EVENTS
Searching for our live CLEs on www.pacle.org board?

Bridge the Gap (4 ethics credits—REQUIRED)

Course Title
“Bridge the Gap Live Interactive Webcast via WebEX with elearning center “
Bridge the Gap = Name required by PA CLE Board
Live = presenters are live and in education called synchronous
Interactive = come and see this part
Elearning center = CRXJEM is the only CLE Provider with this feature;
(see details in this and other CLE Compliance Catalogues)

LOCATION
Mohnton, PA
Location indicates physical location of the live event; presenters may be anywhere in the world, we choose PO
BOX location to reach us by mail.
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Looking for CLE Course Brochures with more information and registration?

You don’t need night vision and metal detectors to find information about
our
unique CLEs.
We make it easy to find out more information besides The CLE Compliance
Catalogues including course brochures at CLE page on main website.
We want you find out as much as you can to select a CLE for your valuable
time.
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Course Brochure for Download

CRXJEM CONSULTING LLC
Accredited
Pennsylvania
Continuing Legal Education
Innovative Provider #9283
Includes Distance Learning
P O Box 93
Mohnton PA 19540
cle@crxjemconsult.com

www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
www.crxjemconsult.com

Look for this icon on our CLE information and online
registration page to download more information

ICON

Downloadable detailed brochure course
information in .pdf format
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How to find our CLEs in Distance Learning Mode or Live Location Mode
At the PA CLE Board CLE Listing Website

Don’t Be
Confused
Distance and Live
CLES

To find our CLEs in Live Mode—search for city, Mohnton PA
in Month of December

TO FIND OUR CLEs in Distance Learning Mode—search for title, or practice areas

In Month of December
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How to find our CLEs in Distance Learning Mode or Live Location Mode
At the PA CLE Board CLE Listing Website

Search by a course title
Search by a date
Search by a practice area
Search by Distance Learning
Search by City: Mohnton (in Pennsylvania)
Search by ethics credits
Search by Live Course
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Distance Learning CLEs
Bridge the Gap ( 4 ethics)

DATE:

Start

End

Thursday December 16

1:00

5:00 PM EST

Tuesday December 21
Thursday December 30

Start

9:00 AM
8:00 AM

End

1:00 PM EST

12 PM EST

Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD Course Brochure
At www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning =LIVE CLE CREDIT

Bridge the Gap
(4 Ethics Required)

Bridge the Gap
December 16, 2021 at CRXJEM Virtual Space
LIVE WEBCAST via WebEX
Course starts at 1:00 PM and ends 5:00 PM EST
See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule...
Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program
◊ Live webcast via WebEX system.
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters cover material you need to
practice
◊ Professional education introduction.
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner.
◊ Structured learning materials in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding
of materials.
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders
focused on YOU.
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Bridge the Gap
Distance Learning

At www.pacle.org :
Type of Law: Professionalism/Civility (Ethics)
Degree of Difficulty: Varying

Bridge the Gap— Basic materials supplied by
PA CLE Board* include:
A) Micro website (placed in our elearning center)
Topics included are:







Client Relations—We focus on interacting and tools for client relations.
Practice Management—We focus on technology and how to use in your practice with
management tips.
Fiduciary Duties—We focus on today’s banking issues lawyers face.
Wellness—We focus on work life balance issues today’s lawyers face and the future.
Disciplinary Procedures—We focus on getting you to know the process and the policy
behind.
Resources—We provide the ◊eLearning Center along with our experts to assist you in
future.
◊ The eLearning center has much more exclusive materials including some introductory
materials on future topics of note.

◊ We supply materials easily downloadable in our eLearning Center for your convenience,
up to 60 days after course including the exclusive Attendee CLE Compliance Catalogue.
*We supply everything else to make YOUR Bridge the Gap CLE an investment to
assist you in building knowledge and skills to have a bright professional future.
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Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning =LIVE CLE CREDIT

Bridge the Gap
(4 Ethics Required)

Bridge the Gap
December 21, 2021 at CRXJEM Virtual Space
LIVE WEBCAST via WebEX
Course starts at 9:00 AM and ends 1:00 PM EST
See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule...
Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program
◊ Live webcast via WebEX system.
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters cover material you need to
practice
◊ Professional education introduction.
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner.
◊ Structured learning materials in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding
of materials.
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders
focused on YOU.
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What is in our Bridge the Gap Elearning Center?

















The December 2021 CLE Attendee Compliance Catalogue
Samples from our CLEs
Sneak Preview of Virtual Negotiations materials
Professional Development Materials for Lawyers
The Future of Legal Professional materials
September 18 , 2020 Memo on CLE Investments and the Future of Legal Industry
Vision 2030 Framework for CLE development
Samples from various CLE researched and developed
Cyber tips from the experts (including SolarWinds hack)
Sample Bench Card
Bridge the Gap Learning Map
Access to a Virtual Booth
Updates Post BTG class
Materials Others prefer you NOT to know about…
MORE

Provide YOU with knowledge and insight to forge your future.
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Worksheet for CLEs
Compliance Deadline: December 31 (Friday), 2021 at 11:59.59 PM EST
After downloading, courtesy, The December 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue at
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html

Distancing Learning Credits—For 2021— Live Distance Learning CLEs = Live CLE
Credit ONLY

Name of Course

Practice Area Live
Live Distance
Ethics
Substantial
Live (Synchronous)
Recorded (Asynchronous) Credits Credits
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Bridge the Gap

CRXJEM First Distance August 31, 2020 (Synchronous)

4 Ethics Credits

Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
YEAR—2021—Live=Live Distance Learning
Do I have 12 Credits for 2020: YES ___ NO ___ Do I have 2 Ethics Credits: YES____ NO ____ LIVE Carryover Credits:_____
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Live Distance Learning=LIVE CLE CREDITS
Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org?
Law and business topics

Look for our Ethics CLEs on www.pacle.org

ETHICAL ISSUES FOR OF COUNSEL
———Practice Area: Ethics
—————- Subcatagory: Professionalism/Civility
Contracts Force Majeur COVID19 Edition
——- Practice Area: Contracts
VENDOR MANAGEMENT: PROCESS AND PROCEDURE
——- Practice Area: Contracts
Privacy:
———Practice Area:
RULE 7.4 SPECIALIZATION
———Practice Area: Ethics
——————Subcatagory: Specialization
ALTERNATIVELY—-Ethics—Lawyer advertising
Look for our Course Titles on www.pacle.org
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No matter what time zone you are in...

New Hope

Mohnton

Colorado Springs

Newark
Margate
Arlington

Allentown

Washington

Mooresville

Blandon

Kent

Akron

Phoenix

Wayne
Rio de Janeiro

Paris

Lancaster
Oley

Valley
Forge

Harrisburg

Seattle

Hyattsville

Jersey City

Exton

Paoli

Dublin

Pittsburgh

West Harwich

Lansing

Austin

Cherry Hill

Cleveland

New Hope

Forrest Hills
Washington’s Crossing

Atlanta
Baltimore

San Diego

Plymouth Meeting

Denver
Bath

Cambridge

York

Winter Garden

Dover

Boston

Wilmington

Bear
Miami

Warren

Quakertown
Staten Island

Trenton

Scranton
Ardmore

Alpharetta
Dearborn

Bala Cynwyd
San Francisco

Toms River

Rome
State College

Albany

Fort Worth

Toronto

Norristown
Summit

Chicago

New York

Philadelphia
Media
Blue Bell
Tokyo

West Chester

Distance Learning
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LIVE CLE=Distance Learning CLEs=LIVE CLE Credit
Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org?
Technology and Law

CHOOSING A CYBER EXPERT: NAVIGATING THE ALPABET
SOUP OF CERTIFICATIONS
——- Practice Area: Trial
—————-Subcatagory: Experts
COMPUTER FORENSICS EXAMINATIONS
_____Practice Area: Trial
____________Subcatagory: Evidence

SOCIAL ENGINEERING WITH CYBER TOOLS
——-Practice Area: Commercial
___________Subcatagory: Contracts
Ransomware: Introductions and Basic
—— Practice Area:
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“Where’s Rule 7 signature CLE I want to sign up for?”

Our Signature CLE
PRE Rule 7 and Marketing, Introduction—
1.5 ethics credits
Is on vacation till return in 2022

For those that have taken Rule 7 & Marketing CLE (1.5 Ethics Credits), there is Distance Learning
P.R.E. Rule 7.4 Specialization CLE offering in August 2021.
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LIVE CLE=Distance Learning CLEs=LIVE CLE Credit
Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org?
Skills

Virtual Negotiations:
——- Practice Area: Skills
—————-Subcatagory: Negotiations
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Is Several Centuries of Experience in Building Relevant to Your Problems?

We know the answer to that question.
Which why we are here and know you will appreciate problem solving…
not meaningless statements about how many years someone has been around.
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LIVE CLE=Distance Learning CLEs=LIVE CLE Credit
Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org?
Trial

Judicial Recusal: Bias and Impartiality:
——- Practice Area: Trial
—————-Subcatagory: Judges
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Do space councils exist anymore?

Can we make a problem too big for one person to solve?
While advise is different than decide, many people still do not know that formal institutions exist that have formal bodies that do these ad hoac items in the life of leaders. There was a time
when the “great man theory of history” was rejected and groups advised leaders in order to
make sure good decisions were made where it mattered.
Today, however, some look back at the “great man theory of history” and may be asking “is this
really where we want to be?”. Lately even some have begun to challenge the very notion that
one person can solve everything, no matter where they graduated from or dropped out from.
Anyone awake on December 1, 2021?
Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Aeronautics_and_Space_Act
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Why is CRXJEM Consulting LLC
NOT
United States Gold Depository?

It is a common mistake for lawyers to assume we are United States Gold Depository as we
invest so much in R & D (Research and Development) in CLE development.
We invest in CLE R & D including attending conferences as part of bringing to you relevant
content so you can practice better.
We know you value your time and need CLE knowledge and insight in order to serve your
clients better.
We want you to know however, we are simply not the United States Gold Depository.
Which is why we do not invest in law firms, banks, or technology companies.
We provide services to them.
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Searching for our courses on PACLE Board?

LIVE COURSE MODE on PACLE Board search
Course Title:
Ethical Issues for Of Counsel , an Introduction Live
Via Webex with elearning Center
Practice Area:
Professionalism/Civility (Under Ethics)

Course Location
Mohnton, PA
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Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning =LIVE CLE CREDIT

Bridge the Gap
(4 Ethics Required)

Bridge the Gap
December 30, 2021 at CRXJEM Virtual Space
LIVE WEBCAST via WebEX
Course starts at 8:00 AM and ends 12:00 PM EST
See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule...
Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program
◊ Live webcast via WebEX system.
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters cover material you need to
practice
◊ Professional education introduction.
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner.
◊ Structured learning materials in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding
of materials.
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders
focused on YOU.
Vol. VIII No 3
Rev A
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How to find our CLEs in Distance Learning Mode or Live Location Mode
At the PA CLE Board CLE Listing Website

Don’t Be
Confused
Distance and Live
CLES

To find our CLEs in Live Mode—search for city, Mohnton PA
in Month of December

TO FIND OUR CLEs in Distance Learning Mode—search for title, or practice areas

In Month of December
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Courses: Searching Methods for PACLE Board search
Distance Learning

DISTANCE COURSE MODE on PACLE Board search
Course Title:
Ethical Issues for Of Counsel , an Introduction Live
Via Webex with elearning Center
Practice Area:
Professionalism/Civility (Under Ethics)
Online Learning Method
Distance Learning—Live/Sychronous
Delivery Methods—Live Webcast
STATE—Distance Learning
City—Distance Learning
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Live Webcast=LIVE CLE Credit
Law and Career Development

Ethical Issues for Of Counsel
An Introduction
(0.5 Ethics and 0.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts

◊ Recall Rule 7 (Rule 7 is on break till 2022)
◊ Recall Rule 5 (Look for August 2021)
◊ Conflict of interest issues to avoid
◊ What’s a celebrity lawyer
◊ Conflict fee issues
◊ What’s a side practice
DATE:

1st Start

1st End

Tuesday November 30

12:00 PM

1:00 PM EST

DAY

December DATE

2nd Start

TIME

2nd Start

TIME

Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for Course at
.www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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Professional Development Department
Announcement

At our December 2021 CLEs we will discuss the PA CLE Board November 12,
“COVID19 Response: Distance Learning”, memo for today, 2022, 2023, and
2030 impacts.
Which lawyers will follow, and which ones will lead?
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Live Listing

Course Title:
Choosing a Cyber Expert with Elearning Center
Live interactive via WebEX
Practice Area:
Trial
Experts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for
Course at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Distance Learning Listing

Course Title:
Choosing a Cyber Expert with Elearning Center
Live interactive via WebEX
Practice Area:
Trial
Experts
Distance Learning
Live/Sychronous
Delivery Method
Live Webcast
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Live Webcast
Law & Technology

Choosing a Cyber Expert
Practice AREA: Trial ; Subcatagory: Experts
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator
◊ Know what credentials to look for when choosing a computer forensics expert and
other fields
◊ Avoid conflict of interests that can sabotage your case.
.◊ Be able to lay expert foundation for a computer forensic expert based on Daubert.

◊ Knowing difference between the knowledge specialists from hats to pen testers


Ethical issues of lawyers who claim ignorance in handling digital evidence

~ A cyber expert will field your technical questions to understand the legal aspects of
cases covered and raise your level of competency under Rule 1.

DATE:

1st Start

1st End

Wednesday December 1

12:00 PM EST

1:30 PM EST
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Why Are Investment Bankers Reading “Doom”?

While some insurance lawyers have been bored over the past few decades with stable economies creating that steady twenty to fifty percent rate of return for investors, a few insurance executives may wonder if this means the end of having insurance lawyers?
Some insurance executives have wandered out into book stores and like Special Projects have
wondered if the 1990’s prediction of a stable and unchanging world order is indeed post
COVID19, even though no one actually predicted how COVID19 would occur.
Some Cassandra’s have even been dusting off old unreasonable fears such as; Cold War II with
China, the unreal possibility that California may one day experience “the big one”, and as many
cyber amateurs wonder; America’s potential cyber vulnerability to an adversary.
But for a few insurance lawyers, looking for excitement “Doom” has some interest over coffee.
REFERENCE: https://wealthtrack.com/using-history-to-predict-the-markets-with-renowned-historian-niall
-ferguson/
REFERENCE: https://wealthtrack.com/renowned-historian-niall-ferguson-outlines-the-investment-riskswarranting-protective-strategies/
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Live Listing

Course Title:
Contracts Force Majeur COVID19 Edition with Elearning Center
Live Interactive via WebEX
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for
Course at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Distance Learning Listing

Course Title:
Contracts Force Majeur COVID19 Edition with Elearning Center,
Live Interactive via WebEX
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Distance Learning
Live/Sychronous
Delivery Method
Live Webcast
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Distance Learning = Live CLE Credits
Live Webcast

Contracts Force Majeur
COVID19 Edition
(0.0 Ethics and 1.0 Substantive)
Live Webcasts

◊ Know the term
◊ Which contracts need this term
◊ UCC exploration (PA and model version)
◊ Contract drafting issues
◊ What evidence can be used to begin negotiations
◊ What to look for in government contracts
~ In business and law track this course should be taken after Vendor Management
This courses is on legal decisions. The business decision course is for special assets financial professionals but
lawyers are welcome to attendee to gain an understanding of business decisions.

DATE:

1st Start

1st End

Thursday December 2

11:00 AM

12: 00 AM EST

Thursday December 2

4:00 PM

5:00 PM EST
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Private Law Firm Bookings for 4 hours Rule 7 & Marketing Presentation Based on CLE

Law firms seeking the 4 hour professional services rule 7 and marketing presentation based on our P.R.E. Rule 7 and Marketing 1.5 ethics
credit CLE (now taking a break for updates), should contact the Events
Department for bookings both live and distance presentation
(via WebEX).
We look forward to those 4 engage hours of dedicated professional
development for your legal talent.
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
P.R.E. Rule 7.4 Specialization Webcast via WebEX
Practice Area:
Ethics—Specialization
Alternatively—Advertising
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on the Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for
Course at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Distance Learning Listing

Course Title:
P.R.E. Rule 7.4 Specialization Webcast Via WebEX
Practice Area:
Ethics
Specialization
Distance Learning
Live/Sychronous
Delivery Method
Live Webcast
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Distance Learning = LIVE CLE CREDITS
Live Webcast

P.R.E. Rule 7.4
Specialization
(1.0 Ethics and 0.0 Substantive)
Live Webcasts

◊ Know specialization under the ethics rules
◊ Avoid common attorney marketing mistakes in regards to specialization
◊ Understand how to properly communicate to potential clients your relevant skills
◊ Know the difference between licensing and specialization
◊ Know which specializations can be advertised under ethics rules
◊ Prior Rule 7 attendees are encourage to hone their understand of Rule 7
While prior Rule 7 CLE is not required, this is an advanced course.
DATE:

Start

End

Tuesday December 7, 2021

12:00PM

1:00 PM EST

5:00 PM

6:00 PM EST

Tuesday December 7, 2021
Wednesday December 29. 2021

9:00 AM
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IF this is how you think
Of computer forensics...

Lawyers looking to handle digital evidence welcome to our CLEs
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
Computer Forensics Examinations via WebEX with
Practice Area:
Trial
Evidence
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for Course
At www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
Computer Forensics Examinations via WebEX with elearning center
Practice Area:
Trial
Evidence
Distance Learning
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Law & Technology CLE

Computer Forensics Examinations
(0.5 Ethics and 1.0 Sub.)
◊ Chain of custody issues in computers including
mobile devices (see December CLEs on mobile devices)
◊ Choosing experts under Daubert (see Choosing Computer expert for trial details)
◊ Current technical issues that impact legal decisions
◊ P.R.E. Rule 1.3 competency points
◊ Business records for corporate counsels

DATE:

Start

End

Wednesday December 8, 2021

12:00 PM EST

1:30 PM EST
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Are you ready to take some real CLEs for your future clients?

We know your excited to be looking for new challenges and new clients who have legal issues
for you to solve.
Which is why we create CLEs with lawyers who want to hone their skills, develop their talents,
and acquire knowledge that others do not have.
We know you are the lawyer who works hard and knows that CLEs are a way to develop your
professional talent.
We are ready for you this December 2021.
Professional Development Department—PA CLE Provider #9283
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PA CLE Course Listing Information
Live CLE = Live Distance Learning Credits

Course Title:
Vendor Management: Process and Procedures Live via WebEX
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for Course
at www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Course Listing Information
Live CLE = Live Distance Learning Credits

Course Title:
Vendor Management: Process and Procedures Live via WebEX
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
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Law and Business Courses
Live Webcast = Live CLE Credit

Vendor Management : Process & Procedure Live via WebEX
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive)
◊ Be able to articulate make verses buy issues in legal services.
◊ Recall Rule 5.3 from Bridge the Gap/PRE Rule 5 CLE
◊ Conflict issues under the rules of ethics.
◊ Privilege issues whne dealing with outside counsel
◊ Multi jurisdictional issues of in house counsel.
◊ Protecting critical business information.
◊ Understand the key areas for developing a reasonable vendor management
procedure.

◊ International issue of legal services will be covered.
Course is tracked with law and tech CLEs.

DATE:

Start

End

Thursday December 9, 2021

11:00 AM

1:00 PM
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Is it time to end law clerks in supreme, appellate, and trial courts?

See details in the The December 2021 Attendee CLE Compliance Catalogue provided in all the
elearning centers for all CLEs offered.
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Endurance

We know about endurance.
We know you are facing challenges from technology, monopolies, regulators, in an unstable
world.
Which is why we have tools, techniques, experience, and knowledge to get you to the other side
to thrive.
We tread where others fear, because we understand why you get up each day and face down
threats.
We know why.
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<CLE Attendee Information ONLY>
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In your clients world who owns the siloed data?

Clients are confused. In China we know the government owns all the data. In Europe we know
the people own the data. Which leaves everyone else wondering “who owns what and which
lawyer do I call to get some answers for IT?”

Come to our Privacy CLE and start thinking about the future of data.
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PA CLE Course Listing Information
Live CLE = Live Distance Learning Credits

Course Title:
Privacy: A Primer
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA

Click on the Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for
Course at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
Privacy: A Primer
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Distance Learning
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Live Distance Learning=LIVE CREDITS
Privacy: A Primer

Privacy
(0.5 Ethics and 0.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator
◊ Introduction to the concept of privacy and digital information
◊ How a law firm mis understood the concepts of privacy in client solicitations.
◊ Law firms need to be able to protect their clients and understand the ethical rules of
conduct in regards to cyber threats today and thru 2030.
◊ Be able to competently advise your client on their obligations to secure data and take
proper steps to keep their customers privacy security.
◊ Application of privacy as applies to medical testing and employer obligations.
◊ Federal frameworks for privacy

DATE:

Start

End

Tuesday December 14, 2021

11:00 AM EST

12:00 PM EST
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CIOs
If this is your legal team’s idea of cyber security...
Maybe you should give them a few copies of our
CLE Compliance Catalogues to let them know
it is not 1952 anymore..
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PA CLE Course Listing Information
Live CLE = Live Distance Learning Credits

Course Title:
Social Engineering with Cyber Tools
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for Course at
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
Social Engineering with Cyber Tools
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Distance Learning
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Live Distance Learning—LIVE CREDITS
Social Engineering with Cyber Tools

Social Engineering with Cyber Tools
Practice AREA: Contracts
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator
◊ From accidents to malicious to cyber warfare, lawyers need to understand the
boundaries of social engineering and how cyber tools are used gain access to valuable
data.
◊ Understand why IT departments are not always the right choice for handling all aspects of network security including insider threat concerns.
◊ Law firms need to be able to protect their clients and understand the ethical rules of
conduct in regards to cyber threats today and thru 2030.
◊ Be able to competently advise your client on their obligations to secure data and take
proper steps to securely manage their networks
~ A cyber expert will field your technical questions to understand the legal aspects of
cases covered and raise your level of competency under Rule 1.

DATE:

Start

End

Wednesday December 15, 2021

12:00 PM EST

2:00 PM EST
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Are you ready to have your organization viewed as a fort when it comes to
ransomware?

Reference: https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-launches-global-action-against-netwalkerransomware
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PA CLE Course Listing Information
Live CLE = Live Distance Learning Credits

Course Title:
Ransomware
Practice Area:
Tort
Property Damage
Course Location
Mohnton, PA

Click on the Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Course Brochure
at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
Ransomware
Practice Area:
Torts
Property Damage
Distance Learning
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Law and Technology
NEW for December 2021

Ransomware : Introduction and Basics Live via WebEX
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive) - Practice Area: Torts—Property Damage
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

◊

Examine ransomware from legal stand point.
Ethical duties in protecting confidential information and disclosure to clients.
Understanding potential targets
Be able to work with cyber security experts on prevention and migitation
Negotiation points (from hypo in Virtual Negotiations)
For private firm counsels issues related to evidence
For corporate counsels issues related to compliance
Understand NISTR DRAFT number at CLE

Course is tracked with law and tech CLEs.
*NOTE: This course uses materials and concepts from previous law and technology
CLEs, and is considered an advanced CLE.

DATE:
Wednesday December 22, 2021

Start

End
11:00 AM
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Why did so many bankers watch the June 8, 2021
US Senate
Homeland and Governmental Affairs
Hearing on “Threats to Critical Infrastructure:
Examining the Colonial Pipeline Cyber Attack”
Do your clients love to tesify in front
Of US Congress?

Why do so many lawyers recommend paying cyber hackers ransoms in cryptocurrencies?
It is perplexing why so many lawyers do not understand modern business transactions. In law school and
various exams for licensing, the focus is on paper checks. Then CEO’s are shocked to find out that their
lawyers do not know about modern banking and the internet.
That leaves banker’s scratching their heads and realizing they need to learn about the modern legal system and remedies for cyber attacks. Or as bankers complex language term denoted as “risk”.
But for a few lawyers we have seen at our law and tech CLEs, these hearings were reminders of why
they took the CLEs and any cyber law CLE they could take (good luck finding them). Those lawyers
know that its complex technology with expert terms and fast changing law they need to wrestle with today for their future and current clients.
Those few lawyers studying cyber law are working for CEO’s and firms that have no interest in testifying before the US Senate. While many lawyers aspire their clients to be in front of other lawyers, many
firms are not in the PR business. Most firms have to work with their bankers. Those bankers have an odd
trait: they don’t like risking their clients money on “sure bets” that hackers end up “modifying the risk”.
This is why so many bankers were glued to this hearing. They want to know what the legal profession is
doing about cyber law for every person and organization. We have our answer, do you?
REFERENCE: https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/hearings/threats-to-critical-infrastructure-examining-the-
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How far do you have to travel to look back and see the full picture?
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Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative
End of College Boom of Growth

Is all growth possible forever?
After WWII, the GI Bill flooded the once elite and non elite colleges and universities with practical students who often saw the devastation of ignorance up close on the battlefield. As these
students remade higher education there was a demand for something different than prior generations. A few years later as the nation rocked from the Soviet success in space with Spuntnik,
America realized it was time to kick into high gear science, technology, mathematics, and yes
even engineering for the new frontiers.
Which maybe why the underlying assumptions that higher education enrollments will climb
endlessly is a shock to some, after decades of massive building booms for students using online
instructions and online libraries wondering where all those buildings are being used post
COVID19?
Why someone in the United States Congress opined that no economist had ever considered over
fifty percent college or university education, higher education is continuing to become for only
a select few. Many bankers sitting on fund raising committees will be calling lawyers to run endowment funds from former engineering students perhaps?
In the mean time, some will wonder how all this high tech computing will result in some jobs
for cyber expert trying to figure out how all this spaghetti was created in the first place to solve
no one’s problems.
Refereence: https://www.studentclearinghouse.org/blog/undergraduate-enrollment-declines-show-no-signs-ofrecovery-from-2020/
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Do you have a message for someone?

Tier 10 Advertiser

Events Department
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What are small firm business lawyers reading in the wilds?

What is a rarely used, obscure statute?
Many small firm and solo lawyers have a lot on their minds lately. They tend to then wander
out in the wilds and grab the nearest obscure treatise book on rare issues in law. With so many
large firms and their colleagues in Big Law out on the golf course, smaller firm lawyers and
solos have to pick up what reading they can since the golf courses are full.
Many SME and large firm counsels will be causally chatting with their private practice colleagues and sharing golf stories until these counsels finally ask “by the way, what obscure law
treatise book have you been reading out there in the wilds…?”.
That’s when the other lawyer smiles and says “oh Pub. L. No. 74-692, 49 Stat. 1526 of 1936.”
Corporate counsel response: “oh you mean Robinson-Patman act”
SME/solo lawyer “Yep, that’s the one in layman’s terms”
Corporate Counsel “Hey I don’t know if there any big private companies any more? Are
there?”
SME/Solo lawyer, “Yep, seems a lot of Big monopolies in the news lately.”
Corporate Counsel, “Hmm, well I don’t know. I mean we have hundreds of suppliers to our
company and we are small compared to the bigger firms on the internet…”
Reference: https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/competition-guidance/guide-antitrust-laws/pricediscrimination-robinson-patman
Reference: https://www.columbialawreview.org/content/amazon-induced-price-discriminationunder-the-robinson-patman-act/
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Special Projects
COVID19—Winners and Losers

As 2021 winds down and closes out, people are starting to realize 2020 was a year that many
others will study for long time. 2020 turned out to be a natural stress test of civilization that a
modern society often ignores due to hubris. Many organizations failed to accept the change happening and more important many still want to return to pre 2020. Yet for some, 2020 was an
opportunity to see change how it happens in real time and how some accept change or even
thrive.
Governments have begun to make sense of the events of 2020 and beyond. Some governments
have even begun to examine the role of governmental decision making during the COVID19
stress test. Considering the next pandemic is always around the corner in a dynamic world,
those preparing for the next stress test are more likely to be prepared while others are slowly
ignoring the long term trends.
The October 12, 2021 report by the United Kingdom’s response to COVID19 stress ( https://
committees.parliament.uk/committee/81/health-and-social-care-committee/news/157991/
coronavirus-lessons-learned-to-date-report-published/) is one of the first post failure analysis by
a large organization. In “The machinery of decision-making” the shadow of WWII and Cold
War loomed in how the UK government environment operated. Dealing with war is not the
same as a public health crisis where a virus was not following plans made by human strategists.
This is one simple example of preparing for the wrong event and trying to let war like operations continue even though no kinetic conflict is occurring. Which shows in some ways how the
leaders were unable to pivot and accept change was happening. Once someone knows the world
is different, they will look for different tools to solve a problem as most engineers will tell you.
What leaders should be asking is “do my people have the resources they need to solve this new
set of problems or at least find those people with the resources my people need”. When leaders
are shown unable to ask the right questions, it leaves others to figure out how to solve the problem at hand not the problem a leader thinks a past leaders set up systems for.
No one wants to plan for an event a decade out, even in government as it takes up too many of
limited resources they currently have. Yet a decade can move fast and a “once in a 500 year
event” suddenly becomes “a once in a century” even perhaps leading to an “every few years
event”. When no one is preparing for anything in the future, the future will still come to those
who are ready for it.
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Special Projects

For those who want to see what others cannot.
We are ready for you.
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CRXJEM Consulting LLC will be closed Tuesday,
November 2, 2021

We support democracy
For Pennsylvania commonwealth elections held November 2, 2021.
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Thank you to all the office staff across the country who made sure some got the memo about
CLE Compliance Periods and helped them select their CLEs.

December 2021 CLE Compliance is Friday December 31, 2021 at 11:59.59 PM
Eastern Standard Time
Mark your clocks.
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Frequently Asked Questions for
Professional Administrative & Support Staff

Question:

Where can I find detailed information about
Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education?
Answer: At the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education
website: http://www.pacle.org
Question: How many credits do I need per compliance period?
Answer: 12 Credit Hrs with 1 hr being 60 mins; OF which 2 credits MUST be
Ethics Credits
(The remaining 10 maybe either ethics or substantive credits)
Question: Are Live CLEs different than recorded?
Answer: YES Live credits may carry over to the next compliance period.
Question: How are these credits reported in Pennsylvania.?
Answer: CRXJEM used the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education
ASAPNexus System which is a electronic reporting system directly
administrated by The Pennsylvania Supreme Court—PA CLE Board.
We report course attendance within 48 hours. Upon request we
can provide a paper certificate of attendance for no extra charge
Question: Can an attorney receive credit for attendance outside Pennsylvania?
Answer: Depends upon the jurisdiction, but if the other jurisdictions accept
multi—state credit or some additional documents such as agendas,
we can provide the forms or those jurisdictions. Please email us or
call for further details. We often ask attending lawyers at each CLE
seminar about multi jurisdiction as well.
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Frequently Asked Questions for
Professional Administrative & Support Staff

Question: What other states have we given credit in?
Answer: New Jersey, Delaware, Colorado, California, Illinois, Michigan, Nevada,
New York, and Check. Please note that Washington DC credits can be given as
well.
Question: If I need additional materials for a regulator will you help me?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Who develops the materials for CLEs?
Answer: CRXJEM does which is why we say exclusive. We do not buy other
materials from
any other CLE provider nor do we sell our materials to
other providers.
Question: Where can I find additional information?
Answer: Each CLE course has a summary brochure.
Question: How often are courses developed or updated.
Answer: Courses are developed based on stakeholders and client demands.
Updates occur as needed after each compliance period. Major revisions may occur over 10 years as in Rule 7 CLE case as changing rules, clients, and society.
Potential CLE topics will be in categories listed in our suggestion surveys. Anyone can suggest a topic.
Question: I have further questions, can someone actually answer them?
Answer: YES. Please contact us as we want to assist you in understanding
CLEs!
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Thank you bankers for sharing your views with us.

Special thanks to bankers with a world view. You know what is valuable.
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Career
When is it time to leave?

When does someone know its time to leave?
Grit. Law schools often talk about how many hours someone has to study or do without sleep.
Then there are exams and then there’s “earning your stripes” with cases and clients. Then
COVID19 happened and the world suddenly changed or did it?
For many expertise gets developed over time, sometimes its days or weeks or even decades. But
others look around and ask not about the value of the expertise but the value of the time. Time
doing something of value is better than time going in circles with someone who simply won’t
take your expertise. Suddenly that grit looks different and you look around.
Are you doing something of value? Is this where your expertise is valued?

Reference: https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2021/10/19/1047032996/why-are-so-many-americans-quittingtheir-jobs
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Events Department

The Events Department has begun taking bookings for live events for 2022 and beyond.
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Silence

You are welcome.
We just developed CLE Compliance Catalogues to communicate to you.
We know lawyers have better things to do than read a robotext.
We know you have clients.
See you this December 2021.

Reference: https://www.fcc.gov/document/acting-chair-rosenworcel-proposes-rules-combat-riserobotexts
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Significance

With two decades and post COVID19 behind us, we can all see the 20th century had a lot about
speed in it. There was the dawn of the mass production automotive industry and the first Wright
Brothers flight in the first two decades of the 20th century. It seemed to many that speed was
never ending. By the end of the 20th century it was push button ordering and immediate deliveries to your desk in the office. Even media became instant. You can today scroll thru trillions
of thoughts and images for centuries laying on your sofa.
Yet something seems missing. Close examination is that garbage is still garbage, even flying
over or thru it at Mach speeds. In fact few can point to anything significant in a lot of garbage
flying by.
Which leads to some knowing that time is limited and value has a meaning. Like a child who
was told there are infinite colors to choose from, decides it is time to pick a favorite or limit
themselves to colors that reflect their meaning in life.
All that speed to go no where is that much useless in today’s reality.
What’s significant to you?
Reference: https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2019.00505/full
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Management Consulting
Paper work

Is pink the new green?
Bankers are often talking about sustainable environments as they know the value and ongoing
need for paper. Which is why so many MBA students spend late nites working on financial
problems where the cost of capital and return on investment numbers are easily calculated from
text book problems.
For many confused investors and their lawyer friends September 28, 2021 the day seemed different in terms of boring paper work. Suddenly there were more questions than on the previous
day. Yet many lawyers were unaware of the changes as finance is not always their wheel house.
Which makes some wonder when someone quotes paper are they talking trees or
paper products?
Reference: https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-212
Reference: https://blog.otcmarkets.com/2021/01/26/transforming-the-otc-markets/
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Veteran’s Day
November 11, 2021

Take a moment
Of
Silence

Art & Creative Department
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Technical Consulting Department
Chalcogenide Perovskites

Some crystals are made of water, others of barium, zirconium, and sulfur.
Chips anyone?

REFERENCE: https://news.mit.edu/2021/engineers-report-major-advance-new-family-semiconductor-materials1103
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Why are so many business lawyers asking bankers out to lunch talking retirement?

How does one plan a retirement lunch today, post COVID19?
It is a tricky question for many lawyers, especially if they do business law. Many lawyers are
perplexed by the retirement etiquette—does anyone still wear a gold watch?
Which is why it is no surprise that so many lawyers are calling their banker friends to ask about
retirement lunches. After all, bankers know about this as they have been around almost as long
as lawyers. As every business lawyer knows, bankers understand the whole retirement gig as
they have been advertising it since German leader Otto Bismarck set retirement age to 70 years
old in 1889. Bankers must know how to plan retirement lunches goes the legal thought.
Many lawyers struggle finding the right tone to set as well. The common question is “do we set
the retirement lunch now or wait till someone says I am ready to sell my business assets to the
highest bidder?” It does seem a tone question as it gets embarrassing to have the lunch before
the senior partner knows about.
Unfortunately, many bankers will be busy post COVID19. Many bankers have had to already
plan so many retirement parties before, from automation reasons, to China’s rise as workshop
of the world, to rise of the internet, and the Silent Generation moving on.
Lately, some bankers have been reading, long, dull, boring trustee reports about assumptions.
Some bankers wonder if some assumptions are really relevant post COVID19, like labor participation rates, tax rates, and number of healthy retirees post age 70 years old. Which means
they may not have so much time for a long cocktail lunch this year—they have a lot of reading
to do.
Reference: https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/TR/2021/trTOC.html
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Art & Creative Department

Some just criticize.
Art & Creative focuses on creating.
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International Consulting Department
Is it time to re think helping nations develop?

Are Americans prepared to establish the peace?
Are Americans in business, government, and non profit stuck in 1961?
Happy 60th to United States Agency for International Development, November 3, 2021.
Are lawyers ready for the next global pandemic?
Are bankers ready for the next global pandemic?
Are technologists ready for the next global pandemic?
Are economic developers ready for the next five global pandemics?
Reference: https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/speeches/nov-4-2021-administrator-samantha-power-newvision-global-development
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Management Consulting Department
Why graphic designers and sign makers are in demand.

What can be done about bored trademark lawyers on a Thursday in October?
When storms come, often management consultants differ from public relations people as looking to root cause of a problem. If the company is not printing money in the basement, what is
there to worry about?
This leaves some management consultants looking through out an organization even its leadership to determine what the root cause of a problem can be. Then after months of research, only
then can a final report be delivered to the graphic designers to come up with a new logo and
company name to fix all problems. Changing a name is often the first stop for organizations that
is not printing money in the basement.
Other management consultants however often take a different approach to the final report. They
look deeply into past issues and confront the issue, even if its bad leadership.
The reason is a belief that every organization using limited resources is entitled to good leadership and without leadership fixing problems, the organization is designed to fail and use resources incorrectly. Those resources could be used by organizations that do not have printing
money in the basement equipment but doing much more good in business which is better for
society at large. No one likes waste. Especially if talent is being wasted now do they?
Umbrellas anyone?
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Vision 2030—Space

Has America lost its fear of Sputnik moments in 2021?
Back in the late 1950’s the Soviet launch of Sputnik space craft into order sent panic waves thru
American culture a mere few years after the success of the Marshall Plan to assist rebuilding
Europe after World War II. Before and during WWII period America developed and imported a
lot of human capital not just in STEM but other fields to become a power house of innovation.
American’s were scared of Soviet success.
Today, few seem concerned to see space contested as part of geopolitical chess or “go”. Instead,
the deglobalization occurred seems to have few pausing to think as STEM work forces are reduced and legislative bodies reconsider even funding such far out majors in STEM. Many talk
about automation and coming of AI system the need for labor, much as industrialization wiped
out farming as the major of work for people.
Some space supporters see the future of 2030 where there is no need for universal power plug
adapters. One size plug will work everywhere from LEO to Mars and beyond. Others of course
see the need for trash dumps as all that space debris has to be collected somewhere for the space
insurance rates will be too high. Then there’s that depo in MEO that some poor young associate
has to go to determine who was at fault letting that wrench fly out the window.
Reference: https://thediplomat.com/2021/10/chinas-shenzhou-13-mission-and-its-long-term-impact/
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Thank you to our valuable clients regardless of your size.
You, your customers, and your problems are important to us.

PS—Future clients, we thank you as well for calling us in.
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World Economic Forum
Davos-Klosters, Switzerland
January 17—22, 2022
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CRXJEM Consulting LLC
Follows Federal Reserve and United States Federal Holiday Schedules
2022

New Year’s Day

January 1

Offices Closed: January 3, Monday

Martin Luther King Day

January 17

Offices Closed: January 17, Monday

Washington’s Birthday (Presidents Day)

February 24

Offices Closed: February 24, Thursday

* Pennsylvania Primary Election

May 17

Offices Closed: May 17, Tuesday

Memorial Day

May 30

Offices Closed: May 30, Monday

Juneteenth National Holiday

June 19

Offices Closed: June 20, Monday

Independence Day

July 4

Offices Closed: July 4, Thursday

Labor Day

September 5

Offices Closed: July 5, Friday
Offices Closed: September 5, Monday

Columbus Day

October 10

Offices Closed: October 10, Monday

*Pennsylvania General Election

November 8

Offices Closed: November 8, Tuesday

Veterans Day

November 11

Offices Closed: November 11, Friday

Thanksgiving Day

November 24

Offices Closed: November 24 Thursday
Offices Closed: November 25 Friday

Christmas Day

December 25

Offices Closed: December 26 Monday

* Pennsylvania dates scheduled by the Commonwealth legislature for citizens to elect representatives
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Events Department

Tired of your advertisements lost in a
stream of
social media smog?

How do you hunt for your social media ad?

Contact Events Department for information on advertising in
The April 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
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Vision 2030
What will the first women walking on the Moon feel about...

The Apollo Program put a few male engineers on the Moon to walk around and then come back
to Earth.
What changes will humanity undergo in 2030 after the first few select women walk on the
Moon?
Who will express their thoughts and feelings on the significance of women walking where only
men have been?
What will their views on Earth change?
Are you ready for 2030?
Reference: https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-outlines-challenges-progress-for-artemis-moon-missions
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Why did so many people download
The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue?

For the answer:
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
Look for the catalogue icon
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Demand for global tax lawyers

Will go up ___ YES ___NO

Will go down___YES___NO
Tax rules never change*___YES___NO
*turn the page to get insight

*Which is why we will be here for pre and post tax attorneys as well.
Professional Development Department—PA CLE Provider #9283
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Management Consulting Department
What price is civilization?

When China joined the World Trade Organization, a few years after it was formed, there was a
giddy response by some in the halls of boards of directors.
A mere one generation later, many outside the board rooms are unhappy about a few things.
Which leaves a lot of bankers unhappy. Bankers just want to be loved. Which is why so many
bankers are wondering what it costs to keep everyone in civilization moving along.
Recently, as billionaires leave for space, many bankers on Earth wonder if it is time to rethink
the costs associated with Earth bound civilization.
How to consider the costs of civilization? Perhaps a percentage between 5 and 20 percent?
What’s a board member to do?
REFRENCE: https://www.oecd.org/tax/international-community-strikes-a-groundbreaking-tax-deal-for-the-digital-age.htm
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How do we pick leaders?

For those wondering, Amy Argetsinger’s “There She Was: The Secret History of Miss
America” ISBN 9781982123390, from One Signal Publishers, is a true epic in how we in
America at least, pick winners. Whether you are an aspiring CEO, board member, law partner,
CTO, or CFO this is the book that helps you understand how we pick out leaders. After all,
there are just not that many global wars as their used to be to select a military leader for other
leadership offices.
Since everyone knows test pilots have the right stuff, bankers have the golden touch, lawyers
think like lawyers, while CEOs and 2005 Presidential Management Interns...
Which leaves many to wonder what do they have that others want?
After reading “There She Was”, when someone says the reason you did not get into an academic program, not become partner, not become a patent owner, not become CFO, not become
CEO and the reason was from those in know say “oh it was a beauty contest…”, you will understand what they really meant. Thank you Amy Argetsinger for helping us understand how
we pick leaders.
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How do we pick leaders?

Purchase at your local bookstore
ISBN 98781982123390
For those wondering, Amy Argetsinger’s “There She Was: The Secret History of Miss
America”, from One Signal Publishers, is a true epic in how we in America at least, pick winners. Whether you are an aspiring CEO, board member, law partner, CTO, or CFO this is the
book that helps you understand how we pick out leaders. After all, there are just not that many
global wars as their used to be to select a military leader for other leadership offices.
While everyone knows test pilots have the right stuff, bankers have the golden touch, lawyers
think like lawyers, and CEOs…
Which leaves many to wonder what do they have that others want?
Many are challenged how to achieve the next level of success. Once there was the career ladder
but that was dissolved decades ago. Many thought education was the golden route but many are
questioning the cost verse benefits analysis of huge debt for fewer and less paying jobs with no
career prospects as technology races to replace humans. Even in once stable politics the game
seems to have changed.
Which is why Argetsinger’s book is so timely as well in a post COVI19 world. Here someone
has finally tackled looking into how leaders are selected or developed in the most hidden in
plain sight, the America iconic beauty pageant for all the world to look into the state of American young female from age eighteen to twenty five. In reading the book, any reader will get a
sense of complicated the whole process is and just as interesting is how all the players play their
part in this epic from small town America to big city America and in between outside Arlington, Virginia.
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How do we pick leaders?

Purchase at your local bookstore
ISBN 98781982123390
Anyone who has dealt with the palace intrigue at any organization will feel at ease reading the
book and nodding their head having seen a lot of the same behavior in their organization. Anyone can think of the beauty queen who did not like staples on their court filings or the other
beauty queen who was upset they did not get their annual bonus in time for them to book that
golf event they always wanted to go to, even as the firm laid off associates. Or what about the
group of beauty queens who could not actually decide what the course of the enterprise was, but
still manage to spent so much time on television to complain how it was the other beauty
queens fault for not meeting their demands as the reason why the entire organization was shut
down.
Careful readers will read “There She Was”, and understand the term beauty queen using it correctly after fully reading the book. Contestants and beauty queens will become people who have
some goals which already makes them leaders. They may get swept up in the process, not always be perfect, but in the end is not America better off having some leaders developed? This is
book everyone should read and apply the lessons learned in their daily and professional lives.
This book will help those dealing with prospective clients who never manage to actually hire
you, but have lots of questions to ask of you. This book will help you understand the high performance knowledge worker, who never actually quite finds the project they have time to work
on.
After reading “There She Was”, when someone says the reason you did not get into an academic program, 2005 Presidential Management Intern Program, not become partner, not become a patent owner, not become CFO, not become CEO and the reason was from those in
know say “oh it was a beauty contest…”, you will understand what they really meant. Thank
you Amy Argetsinger for helping us understand how we pick leaders. You have done your service to your country and future leaders a solid.
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How do we pick leaders? ATTENDEE ONLY

[ATTENDEE ONLY CLE COMPLIANCE CATALOGUE]
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Who is ready for some firsts?
Congratulations to Sergeant First Class Chelsea Porterfield, who happened to be
Sergeant of the Guard

https://twitter.com/USArmyOldGuard/status/1443944402607554584

What’s next for some? Turn the page
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PA CLE Course Listing Information
Live CLE = Distance Learning Credits

Course Title:
Virtual Negotiations
Practice Area:
Skills
Negotiations
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on the Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for
Course at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Distance Learning Listing = Live CLE Credits

Course Title:
Virtual Negotiations
Practice Area:
Skills
Negotiations
Distance Learning
Live/Sychronous
Delivery Method
Live Webcast
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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SKILLS TRAINING LIVE CLASS*
*Limited space for attendee attention*

Virtual Negotiations Skills Basics—Part 1 (Required for PART II)
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts
◊ Recall Bridge the Gap areas of Client Relations and Practice Management
◊ Recall Rule 5 and Management
◊ Recall Rule 7 & Marketing Introduction
◊ Recall Ethical Issues for Of Counsel Attorneys
◊ Recall Cyber CLES
◊ What are virtual negotiations?
 How do virtual negotiations differ from in person
 How to treat unskilled colleagues in virtual negotiations ethically
 Hypothetical exercise on woman lawyer negotiating Of Counsel position
 Hypothetical exercise on large corporate counsel negotiating with SME
 Hypothetical exercise on juvenile case with cyber evidence
DATE:

Start

Thursday December 23, 2020

8:00 AM

End
10:00 AM EST
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Not your great grandmothers CLEs.

As a woman lawyer you might hear our CLEs are not like other CLEs.
We know women work.
We know women have the vote.
We know women have been to war.
We know women have been into space.
We know women own businesses.
We know women earn law degrees and spent countless hours advising their clients regardless of gender.
We know women want to succeed in life.
Maybe that’s why we provide you a different CLE experience than others.
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Events Department
Bookings for 2023

The Events Department has begun bookings for 2023 calendar both live presentations and virtual thru digital means presentations for private events. By making a request thru the Events
Department for Management Consulting Department, Technical Consulting Department, International Consulting Department, Professional Development Department, and Vision 2030 Strategic Initiative scheduling and resources needed to make your private presentation successful is
assured.
We want to thank you for your patience since December 2019 as COVID19 changes the nature
of in person and virtual digital events for corporate and government organizations.
It has been an adventure and glad all our current clients were pleased how we made changes
and worked with you to provide on going events during this transition period.
We look forward to working with everyone as 2022 arrives.
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Have a safe Thanksgiving.

On behalf at everyone at CRXJEM Consulting LLC, no matter who you are
or how you are traveling to your Thanksgiving Day destination,
We wish you safe travels and may your holiday reflect your joy.
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What are attorney generals of states hearing that lawyers are not?
Reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/press-briefings/2021/08/25/
background-press-call-by-senior-administration-officials-on-the-presidents-upcomingcybersecurity-meeting/

Why are attorney generals hearing from cities, small, medium, and large
businesses across the nation?
What is hitting people’s pocketbook?
Do any lawyers know what a pocketbook is anymore?
What do these attorney general lawyers know that other certain lawyers in
private practice do not know and often do not care?
Maybe it is a secret?
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What makes bankers read trend reports?

Why do technologists wonder why bankers do not have time to read their pitch decks for great
new ideas?
One upon a time before the internet bankers had rather boring reports to read on things like M1
supply and inflation rates. Then suddenly a mere thirty odd years or so later bankers are reading
a lot of exciting reports by the US Treasury about ransomware. Which is probably why so many
bankers are asking legal a lot of technical questions like “do we pay double extortion” and “can
you explain all these laundering typologies”?
Which might explain why bankers are so busy asking so many questions with few providing
them answers. This results in them having very little time to sit through pitch decks of the latest
block chain advance or use in daily life.
Are lawyers listening yet?
Reference: https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/fincen-issues-report-ransomware-trends-banksecrecy-act-data
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Special Projects
Innovation with Teams

Knowing what specialized teams bring to the frozen table is not easy but neither are some challenges today. This means coupling innovative thinking with another management concept: collaboration.
Large organizations do not have all the answers but often need innovation in areas unexpected
which is why a smaller and nimbler team can provide a solution previous not considered or
even developed.
Sometimes working the problem endless as others did before will not result in a new solution.
We thank everyone for the opportunity to be innovative. Can you spot the teams?
Reference: https://business-school.open.ac.uk/news/pfizer-biontech-vaccine-openness-andcollaboration-tackle-world%E2%80%99s-problems
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Ransomware CLE

When is something common?
For most of human history, people simple did not travel, after all there was nothing else to see
beyond the walls of the village anyways. Then engineer James Watt decided to get the lawyers
thinking about patents in 1784. Suddenly lawyers were busy meeting with engineers everywhere.
Today, few lawyers talk to the IT engineers. Which is a shame as so many electrical and computer engineers have some ideas about law in cyber space. For many lawyers, H.G. Wells, The
Time Machine, from 1895, is their basis of understand the concept of dimensions. Yet, H.G. had
not thought about the connecting of computers from one jurisdiction to another, and how people
would believe what is shown on the screen.
Clients however are confused and in the dark why so few lawyers are talking about cyber space.
For many clients, it is 2021 and not 1895. For many clients, with a lot of questions, they feel
they have no where to turn to ask some basic law questions.
Are you in charge of the machine or is the machine in charge of your clients?

Reference: https://www.fbi.gov/scams-and-safety/common-scams-and-crimes/ransomware
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Happy Holidays
What ever your traditions are now or just starting.
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How do your clients see the world?

It is 2021, post COVID19, are you able to see what they see?
To all the lawyers who have attended our ground breaking CLEs, you know how to see thru
your client’s eyes.
You know that technology is rapidly changing, societies are under new stresses, and people
matter.
Welcome to the future—it is already here.
Thanks for joining us here.
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CLE Course Spotlight—Bridge the Gap
Client Relations Section

The client relations section of Bridge the Gap does not cover all the potential situations a
lawyer may encounter. Instead it covers some of the pitfalls that a lawyer has to consider. For
many practicing a few months, or years even, this section seems outside the law school realm.
That is the point.
Law school is about theory and perhaps some practice, but client relationship skills is something that few law schools address. Which is why many lawyers are surprised to find this section is first. They should not be as providing a service to clients includes developing and hone
those relationship skills.
For years presenters are focused on presenting this section with an eye towards engaging new
lawyers into how to think about developing the client relationship skills beyond the basics.
Even corporate counsels are engaged by presenters to consider how an organizational client differs from an individual.
In our Bridge the Gap elearning center there is additional materials to consider to help new lawyers start building that skill set to retain clients and work on building a solid professional relationship.
We look forward to hearing your questions are our three Bridge the Gaps in December 2021.
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Some wonder:
“How do we create norms in space?”,

While others have already read the book from
Stanford University Press how the ultimate forward thinkers created norms and how some can
do it again.
After a conversation with Professor Beau Breslin
of Skidmore College, you may have more detailed questions like “which leading consulting
company with BS Aerospace, MBA, Juris Doctor’s as President will lead the way?”
When you are ready to have your mind blown
about forward thinking come to:
.www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
And download, courtesy of our advertisers,
ALL THE
CLE COMPLIANCE CATALOGUES
Then start wonder why you did not ask us
More questions since 2008.
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From All of Us at CRXJEM Consulting LLC
Wishing you a prosperous New Year and
Welcoming you to 2022

Enjoy the shrimp cocktail.

Management Consulting Department
Technical Consulting Department
International Consulting Department

Professional Development Department

Art & Creative Department

Events Department

Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative
Special Projects
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Art & Creative Department
Exhibit of Note

DESIGN AND HEALING: CREATIVE RESPONSES TO EPIDEMICS
DECEMBER 10, 2021 TO AUGUST 14, 2022

https://www.cooperhewitt.org/
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Management Consulting
What is in a label?

Why do we use team leads as titles for our departments at CRXJEM Consulting LLC?
Teams are in management speak a group of individuals who should be working towards a common goal or objective. Should is the key word. Not everyone is often working towards the same
goal. For most earning a living is an objective, but how to earn the living is another. Some are
just famous while others are essential workers in the range of how some earn a living.
Not all teams are formed perfectly. Some need leaders to explain what the common goals are
and some teams need more than an explanation. Even the brightest PhD’s don’t always know
what the goals are magically and some listen while others ignore any communication that does
not come across with a grading packet. Groups of PhD often need a department head to lead.
Many do prefer brevity, but in brevity can come mis understanding. Two words are more explicit than one word for example. A managing partner is different than a partner.
Reference: https://nationalpost.com/opinion/np-view-removing-chief-from-job-titles-makes-reconciliation-lookridiculous
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Don’t worry
This December
We have distance
Learning CLEs
For you

No matter
Where you are
This December.
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What are all the presidents and founders of management consulting firms,
With Bachelor of Science’s in Aerospace Engineering
With Master’s of Business Administration
With Juris Doctor, and
Lots of experience R & D and teaching CLEs along with private consulting
Reading of note this post pandemic year of 2021?
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What are all the presidents and founders of management consulting firms,
With Bachelor of Science’s in Aerospace Engineering
With Master’s of Business Administration
With Juris Doctor, and
Lots of experience R & D and teaching CLEs along with private consulting
Reading of note this post pandemic year of 2021?

Lawyers can purchase at a
local bookstore

Cover art courtesy of Basic Books

REFERENCE: https://www.basicbooks.com/titles/dambisa-moyo/how-boardswork/9781541619418/
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“How Boards Work”

Post COVID19, how does the dominate legally created cultural institution function in the post
capitalism American economy?
For many lawyers stuck answering legal questions for Delaware and non Delaware based corporations, it is a mystery. Not all lawyers attended Professor Paul Regan’s lectures and lessons
at Widener University School of Law in Wilmington DE, in Business Organizations and Corporate Finance. Which means many simply are unsure what actually goes on every quarter board
of director’s meetings.
More importantly, for many lawyers new to the business side of capitalism, board functions
seem a mystery and full of palaces intrigue.
As many corporations face a new world, many unwilling to leave the past of the 1950’s, it is a
jolt to see a new world. Whether China’s rise to economic dominance or a world undergoing
fundamental climate change to Boomers facing a sunset where they are no longer the center of
the universe, corporations, are facing a lot of issues.
Pesky issues like cyber space and gender inequity keep coming up each quarter. Many corporations are facing the rise of technologies they simply cannot grasp to understand. Then there is
space, no longer a science fiction fantasy, like Moon landings becoming fifty year celebration
events.
Then the most dysfunctional board of directors, the United States Congress, is unable to face a
new world, leaving many corporate boards to decide to take over where other lawyers fear to
tread.
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“How Boards Work”

Which leaves many lawyers wondering—will corporate boards last? Or just dwindle to the college drop out founder laughing all the way to the offshore bank in cyptocurrency?
Board member turned author and public intellectual Dambisa Moyo, PhD has come to rescue us
all from lawyers to bankers, to technologist to economic developers and everyone in the knowledge economy, laying out what boards actually do. The author is not revealing any corporate
gossip or palace intrigue, but hard core decision making.
She has us inside these institutions and asks us to walk with her thru the issues that are challenging. For many lawyers, their clients are facing boards with many of the same questions.
Competitor boards are struggling to compete in monopoly driven sectors. The author has broken down the board seeming chaos into manageable knowledge topical areas for all readers to
explore and consider.
Lawyers with appetites for boards will find this a short course and a starting point to understanding what boards are up to and who is getting onto board—or being excluded out as well.
The author further challenges the notion that boards are rubber stamps which anyone sitting in
Delaware courts might wonder. Any reader either dealing with a board or soon to be board
member will know what other board members don’t know after reading this book. Even the
sage board members may never have considered the author’s points but just sit there reacting to
the crisis of the meeting.
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“How Boards Work”
What some lawyers are reading now.

Finally, the book asks readers, whether lawyer or not, to consider what the future could become.
In a world where many American companies reject the one vote to one share, questioning a
commitment to the principle of western democratic ideals every board member counts more
then ever. Shareholder lawyers are listening.
After walking thru the board challenges, Dambisa Moyo asks the readers to consider what
changes boards need and perhaps beyond the carrot and stick approaches, what changes will
happen now.
Will post capitalism survive in the form we see now?
This book can be read either with or after reading Jamie Dimon’s 2020 Annual Letter to Shareholders from 2021 post COVID19. By comparing the Dimon letter and “How Boards Work”
any lawyer can understand boards much better than those who sit on them today.
Are we ready to make boards work differently yet?
For lawyers attending our CLEs in December 2021—see The Attendee December 2021 CLE
Compliance Catalogue for more indepth thoughts on book “How Boards Work”.
Christopher Rabzak
BS Aerospace Engineering, MBA, Juris Doctor
President and Founder of CRXJEM Consulting LLC
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War on Talent: “ How Boards Work”
ATTENDEE CATALOGUE

[ ATTENDEE ONLY]
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PA CLE Course Listing
Live CLE = Distance CLE Credits

Course Title:
Judicial Recusal
Practice Area:
Judges
Course Location
Mohnton, PA

Click on the Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for
Course at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Distance Learning Listing = Live CLE Credits

Course Title:
Judical Recusal
Practice Area:
Trial
Judges
Distance Learning
Live/Sychronous
Delivery Method
Live Webcast
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Live Webcast = LIVE CLE Credits

Judicial Recusal — Bias and Impartiality
Practice Area: Trial—Subcategory: Judges
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts
◊ Know the term and context.
◊ Judge J. analysis where “impartiality might be reasonable questioned”.
◊ Judge J case where appeals judges investigate behavior.
◊ What are 40 questions to ask.
◊ What if there is a firm issue will your client receive a fair hearing.
◊ When to consider age as a factor
◊ Materials from current Commission on US Supreme Court for future court operations
DATE:

1st Start

1st End

Tuesday December28, 2021

3:00 PM

5:00 PM
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Thank you

For all those who are still downloading The December 2109 CLE Compliance Catalogue.
Thanks to all the December 2019 CLE attendees who spread the news.
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Our CLE attendees don’t get this view...

...which is why they attend our lawyer focused CLEs to lead and work hard for their clients.
We know what’s valuable to you.
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Suggestions

Ethics
Conflicts of Interest ____
Diversity Training ____
Fees _____
Fiscal Responsibility___
Legal Advertising___
Legal Malpractice___
Professionalism/Civility____
Substance Abuse___
Specialization____
Ethics Technology____

Business And Corporation
Accounting____________
X Agribusiness
Antitrust_________
Corporate/Partnership____
Finance_______
Franchise/Deals___
Merger & Acquisition____
X Non Profits
Pensions ____
Securities_____

Commercial
X Contracts

Government Law
Government Contracts___

X means under development.
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Suggestions

International Law
Admiralty______
Immigration_____
Telecommunications___
Indian Law______
Trade__________
Treaties________

Intellectual Property
Biotechnology_____
Computers/

Law Practice
Personnel _________
Policy/Procedure____
Technology________

Skills Training
Client Relations ______
Communications _____
Internet Research____
Legal Writing _____
Negotiations X____
Self Management ____
Speaking______
Transport
_____________________

Copyright______
Patent______
Trade Secrets _______
Trademark________

Trial
____________
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Forged in 2008
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Design

Coming in 2022.
Are you ready?
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Are you ready for Volume IX of
the CLE Compliance Catalogue?

VOLUME IX
APRIL 2022
AUGUST 2022
DECEMBER 2022

For advertising in VOLUME IX please contact the Events Department at:
eventsadvertise@crxjemconsult.com
Or Write to Events Department P O BOX 93 Mohnton PA 19540
Courtesy downloads of all recent CLE Compliance Catalogues at:
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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Deadlines for Advertising in Volume IX
Events Department

The April 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume IX
Number 1
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday February 25, 2022 by 5 PM EST

The August 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume IX
Number 2
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday June 24, 2022 by 5 PM EDT

The December 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume IX
Number 3
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday October 21, 2022 by 5 PM EST
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Professional Development Department
Volume IX of The CLE Compliance Catalogue

What is the role of formal education?
Education is structured learning on the production side but one the consuming side it is about
understanding beyond listening. It is about using methods to impart information, knowledge,
and in some cases even wisdom to the person receiving the value of what is being provided.
Since the humble textbook was produced, few technologies have delivered what sales has
promised. Today, with digital learning everywhere, it is still the structure and who delivers the
actual materials to the learner that is key to value.
Reflection is another aspect of formal education. Many confuse experience with reflection. Repeating the same mistake or even worse irrelevant materials over and over for decades or even
centuries. The point of reflection is to take step further back from the materials and exploring
their context both in the current time but future time. All formal education has aspects of reflection.
Are you ready for Volume IX with a focus on the formal CLE system?
Reference: April 15, 2021 Professional Development Department memoranda on Volume IX
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Sweep of History

When the Enola Gay returned from a flight over Hiroshima, Japan, August 6, 1945, the world
suddenly changed. Yet few at the time understood it. Decades later, people still are not sure
what changed or how, but knew it did. A sudden moment in history some professors of history
or professional writers will say.
Across the globe afterwards other changes happened slowly. New ideas came into being and
new generations suddenly looked at things differently. A former German rocket scientist was
quietly moved around in 1945, named Wernher von Braun with lots of practical experience on
something few could understand, rockets. By 1945, many had written that everything was discovered and nothing would change, the end of history. Wars would no longer be fought and energy would be free in a short period of time. No one would work as thinking machines would
do everything. What a world the future would be.
In the movie “2001: A Space Odyssey” released in 1968, the year of Apollo 8, the future was
average space travel and thinking machines gone crazy, taking on a human condition. Many
thought space travel would be everyone and not just for engineers. Unlikely wealthy would
travel when there is so much to see here on Earth.
No movie ever predicted a mass run on toilet paper or coin shortage.
It is always see the sweep of history after the fact; much harder to forecast it. Ask anyone who
wondered if there would ever be any reaction to technology explosions after the fact when a
techno utopia does not arrive and life expectancy declines.
What’s your personal sweep of history tell you about the future?
Christopher Rabzak
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What’s coming in April 2022?
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